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Individual Report

Tender/Proposal Detail

Tender/Proposal ID : 329269 Invitation Reference No. : PD,NBIDGPS-1,Estimate approved date:
11/04/2019

Closing Date and Time : 26-Jun-2019 14:45 Opening Date and Time : 26-Jun-2019 14:45

Procuring Entity : Office of the Executive Engineer ,DPHE, Lalmonirhat

Brief :
Construction of RCC WASH Block (MT +Boys and FT +Girls) at different Primary School in Lalmonirhat District under NBIDGPS-1,
Project. Including 10 Nos. Inspection Pit 5 No Soak Well 5 No Septic tank with all Sanitary and Electrical works etc. Fiscal Year :
2018-2019.

Tender/Proposal Status : Approved View Notice

Package No Package Description

WB-GPS-0463 Construction of RCC WASH Block MT Boys and FT Girls Including 2 Nos. Inspection Pit 1 No Soak Well 1 No Septic tank with all
Sanitary and Electrical works etc

M/S Fahim Traders

Section 6. Bill of Quantities

Bill of Quantities

Bill of Quantities

Item
No Group Item

Code DESCRIPTION UNIT QNTY

Unit
Price (In
figures:

BDT)

Unit
Price (In
words:
BDT)

Total Price
(In figures:

BDT)

Total
Price (In
words:
BDT)

1 N/A N/A

Perform soil test and submission of sub-soil investigation report as per
following specifications and instructions of Engineer in charge. (All
cost included Mobilization & demobilization of materials required for
permorming tests at different primary schools under the
package.a)The soil test must be performed by a reputated/standard
exploratory farm (to be approved by concern Procuring Entity) and the
submitted report duly signed by competent/authorised
engineer.b)Exploratory borings and/ or by CPT , DCP etc. collecting
and necessary testing of samples in numbers as required for
Stratification of Layers , physical parameters of soils like- Atterberg
limits , Specific Gravity , Gain size distribution(by wet seive ,
Hydrometer if required) , shrinkage & swelling , Settlement ; C -Fy
values and other Strength parameters to ascertain Bearing Capacity ,
Skin friction , End bearings etc at layers of interest as per respective
National/International standards.c)Preparation of Standard sub-soil
investigation Report (2 sets) containing necessary Tables & Graphs
prepared from the collected data and information of soil sample.d)
Minimum 2 bore-holes for each school up to depth 0m to 20m will be
required.e)The test must be performed in presence of the reprentative
of DPHE (AE/SAE) , representative of Primary school (Head
teacher/Asstt. Teacher) and the report must be signed by them.

Each
School 5.000 23000.001

Twenty-
Three
Thousand
point Zero
Zero One

115000.005

One Lakh
Fifteen
Thousand
point Zero
Zero Five

2.a N/A N/A

Mobilization, transportation and de-mobilization of equipment and
accessories including arrangement of water,electricity etc.all complete
after completion of work cleaning, leveling and dressing of the site as
per direction of Engineer in charge.

LS 5.000 4500.001

Four
Thousand
Five
Hundred
point Zero
Zero One

22500.005

Twenty-Two
Thousand
Five
Hundred
point Zero
Zero Five

2.b N/A N/A

Providing Site preparation , cleaning , Layout and demarcating lines ,
existing ground level (EGL) , formation ground level (FGL) , highest
flood level (HFL) , plinth level (PL). Setting and marking all pillars ,
markers , pegs etc. showing and maintaining reduced levels (RLs)
including locating , establishing , protecting all public utilities within the
premise of work and finally all to be presented in black and white etc.
all complete as per direction of the E-I-C.

LS 5.000 1500.001

One
Thousand
Five
Hundred
point Zero
Zero One

7500.005

Seven
Thousand
Five
Hundred
point Zero
Zero Five

3 N/A N/A

Earth work in excavation in all kinds of soil for foundation trenches
including layout, providing center lines, bench-mark pillars, leveling,
ramming and preparing the base, fixing bamboo spikes & making
layout with chalk powder providing necessary tools and plants,
protecting and maintaining the trench dry etc., stacking, cleaning the
excavated earth at a safe distance out of the area enclosed by the

m3 333.860 110.001

One
Hundred
and Ten
point Zero
Zero One

36724.934

Thirty-Six
Thousand
Seven
Hundred and
Twenty-Four
point Nine
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layout etc. All complete and accepted by the Engineer, subject to
submit method statement of carrying out cxcavation work to the
Engineer for approval. However, Engineer`s approval shall not relieve
the contractor of his responsibilities and obigations under the
contract.Earthwork in excavation in foundation trenches any depth and
maximum 10m lead: in all type of soil.

Three Four

4 N/A N/A
Earth filling in foundation trenches in 150mm layer with earth available
within 90m of the building site watering , leveling and consolidating
each layer upto finished level as per direction of Engineer in charge.

m3 111.300 100.001

One
Hundred
point Zero
Zero One

11130.111

Eleven
Thousand
One
Hundred and
Thirty point
One One
One

5 N/A N/A

Sand filling in foundation trenches and plinth with sand having F.M.1.2
in 150 mm layers including leveling , watering and compaction to
achieve minimum dry density of 90% with optimum moisture content
(Modified proctor test) by ramming each layer up to finished level as
per design supplied by the design office only etc. all complete and
accepted by the Engineer in charge.

m3 199.900 700.001

Seven
Hundred
point Zero
Zero One

139930.200

One Lakh
Thirty-Nine
Thousand
Nine
Hundred and
Thirty point
Two

6 N/A N/A

One layer of brick flat soling in foundation , Leach pit , Inspection pit or
in floor with 1st class bricks in/c preparation of bed and filling the
interstices with local sand , leveling in/c the supply of water , electricity
and other charges and costs of tools and plants as per direction of
Engineer in charge.

m2 344.390 300.001

Three
Hundred
point Zero
Zero One

103317.344

One Lakh
Three
Thousand
Three
Hundred and
Seventeen
point Three
Four Four

7 N/A N/A
Supplying and laying of single layer polythene sheet weighing one
kilogram per 6.5 square meter in all respect as per direction of the
Engineer in charge.

m2 344.390 25.001

Twenty-
Five point
Zero Zero
One

8610.094

Eight
Thousand
Six Hundred
and Ten
point Zero
Nine Four

8 N/A N/A

Mass concrete (1:2:4) in floor with cement Sand (F.M. 2.0) and picked
jhama chips including breaking chips , screening , mixing , laying ,
compacting to levels and curing for at least 7 days in/c the supply of
water , electricity and other charges and costs of tools and plants etc.
all complete in/c as per direction of Engineer in charge.

m3 25.000 6000.001

Six
Thousand
point Zero
Zero One

150000.025

One Lakh
Fifty
Thousand
point Zero
Two Five

9 N/A N/A

250 mm & above thick brick work with 1st class bricks in cement
morter (1:5)with Sand (F.M. 1.8) for foundation , plinth and
superstructure and Leach pit filling the interistices fully with morter and
soaking the bricks at least for 24 hours before use and curing at least
for 7 days etc.all complete as per direction of the Engineer in charge.

m3 109.400 6500.001

Six
Thousand
Five
Hundred
point Zero
Zero One

711100.109

Seven Lakh
Eleven
Thousand
One
Hundred
point One
Zero Nine

10 N/A N/A

125mm brick works with first class bricks in cement sand (FM 1.8)
mortar (1:4) and making bond with connected walls including
necessary scaffolding , raking out joints , cleaning and soaking the
bricks for at least 24 hours before use and washing of sand curing at
least for 7 days in all floors including cost of water , electricity and
other charges etc. all complete and accepted by the Engineer in
charge.

m2 377.650 900.001

Nine
Hundred
point Zero
Zero One

339885.378

Three Lakh
Thirty-Nine
Thousand
Eight
Hundred and
Eighty-Five
point Three
Seven Eight

11 N/A N/A

Supplying , fitting and fixing homogeneous floor tiles (local made) (
RAK/FU-WANG /AKIJ) with cement sand (F.M 1.8) mortar (1:3) base
and raking out the joints with white cement including cutting and laying
the tiles in proper way and finishing with care etc. all complete and
accepted by the Engineer in charge. Homogeneous 300 x 300 mm
floor tiles

m2 169.900 1300.001

One
Thousand
Three
Hundred
point Zero
Zero One

220870.170

Two Lakh
Twenty
Thousand
Eight
Hundred and
Seventy
point One
Seven

12 N/A N/A

Supplying , fitting and fixing wall tiles (local made) ( RAK/FU-WANG
/AKIJ) with on 20 mm thick cement sand (F.M. 1.2) mortar (1:3) base
and raking out the joints with white cement including cutting , laying
and hire charge of machine and finishing with care etc. including water
, electricity and other charges complete all respect accepted by the
Engineer in charge.. Coloured wall tiles of 200 X 300 mm size (3ft-0
inch ht.)

m2 240.940 900.001

Nine
Hundred
point Zero
Zero One

216846.241

Two Lakh
Sixteen
Thousand
Eight
Hundred and
Forty-Six
point Two
Four One

13 N/A N/A

Minimum 12mm thick cement sand (F.M. 1.5) Plaster (1:6) having with
fresh cement to wall both inner-and outer surface , finishing the corner
and edges including washing of sand cleaning the surface , scaffolding
and curing at least for 7 days , cost of water , electricity and other
charges etc. all complete in all respect as per drawing and accepted
by the Engineer in charge.

m2 892.800 175.001

One
Hundred
and
Seventy-
Five point
Zero Zero
One

156240.893

One Lakh
Fifty-Six
Thousand
Two Hundred
and Forty
point Eight
Nine Three

14 N/A N/A

Minimum 12mm thick cement plaster (1:4) with NCF having cement
fineness min 2800cm2/g , initial setting time min 45 minutes , final
setting time max 375 minutes , gypsum <3% mixed with clinker , free
from ash & any other foreign materials to give a minimum cylinder
crushing strength of 19Mpa for 7 (seven) days concrete from a
machine mixed typical batch with fresh cement (conforming to BDS

m2 410.250 170.001

One
Hundred
and
Seventy
point Zero
Zero One

69742.910

Sixty-Nine
Thousand
Seven
Hundred and
Forty-Two
point Nine
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232) to dado and plinth wall upto 150mm below ground level with neat
cement finishing in/c washing of sand , finishing the edges and corners
and curing at least for 7 days , cost of water , electricity & other
charges etc. all complete in all respect as per drawing and direction of
the Engineer in charge.

One

15 N/A N/A

Minimum 6 mm thick cement sand (F.M 1.5) plaster (1:4) with fresh
cement to ceiling R.C.C. columns , beams , surface of stair case ,
sunshades , cornices , railings , drop wall , louvers , fins and finishing
the corners and edges including washing of sand cleaning the surface
, scaffolding and curing at least for 7 days , cost of water , electricity
and other charges etc. all complete in all respect as per drawing and
accepted by the Engineer in charge.

m2 356.050 175.001

One
Hundred
and
Seventy-
Five point
Zero Zero
One

62309.106

Sixty-Two
Thousand
Three
Hundred and
Nine point
One Zero Six

16.a N/A N/A

Reinforced cement concrete works using steel shutter with minimum
cement content relates to mix ratio 1:1.5:3 having minimum f 'cr = 26
Mpa, and satisfying a specified compressive strength f 'c = 21 Mpa at
28 days on standard cylinders as per standard practice of Code
ACI/BNBC/ASTM & Cement conforming to BDS EN-197-1- CEM1,
52.5N (52.5MPa) / ASTM-C 150 Type ? I, best quality Sylhet sand or
coarse sand [F.M. 2.2] and 20 mm down well graded picked jhama
brick chips conforming to ASTM C-33, including breaking chips and
screening, making, placing shutter in position and maintaining true to
plumb, making shutter water-tight properly, placing reinforcement in
position; mixing in standard mixer machine with hoper and fed by
standard measuring boxes, casting in forms, compacting by vibrator
machine and curing at least for 28 days, removing centering-shuttering
after specified time approved; including cost of water, electricity,
additional testing charges of materials and cylinders required by
engineer, other charges etc. all complete approved and accepted by
the Engineer. (Rate is excluding the cost of reinforcement and its
fabrication, placing and binding etc) all complete in all respect as per
drawing and accepted by the Engineer in charge. 1:1.5:3 concrete for
casting footing, grade beam, lintel ,column,beam and slab etc.

m3 107.500 6500.001

Six
Thousand
Five
Hundred
point Zero
Zero One

698750.108

Six Lakh
Ninety-Eight
Thousand
Seven
Hundred and
Fifty point
One Zero
Eight

16.b N/A N/A Steel Formwork/shuttering , steel prop and necessary steel supports
etc. m2 914.550 285.001

Two
Hundred
and Eighty-
Five point
Zero Zero
One

260647.665

Two Lakh
Sixty
Thousand
Six Hundred
and Forty-
Seven point
Six Six Five

17 N/A N/A

Supplying , fabrication , and fixing to details as per design : Rabbed or
Deformed Bar Reinforcement for Reinforced Cement Concrete ,
produced and marked in accordance with BDS ISO 6935 - 2: 2006 (or
standard subsequently released from BSTI) including straightening
and cleaning rust , if any , bending and binding in position with supply
of G.l. wires , splices of laps what so ever etc. complete in all respects
and accepted by the Engineer. (Measurement shall be recorded only
on Standard Mass per Unit length of Bars , while , dia of bars exceeds
its standard)Grade 400 ( RB 400 : complying BDS ISO 6935-2:2006)
ribbed or deformed bar produced and marked according to
Bangladesh Standard with minimum yield strength , fy (ReH)=
400MPa , but fy not exceeding 418MPa and what ever is the yield
strength within allowable limit as per BNBC sec 8.3.3.5/ACI 318-11
sec 21.1.5.2 , the ratio of ultimate tensile strength fu to yield strength
fy , shall be at least 1.25 and minimum elongation after fracture and
minimum tatal elongation at maximum froce is 17% and 8%
respectively.

KG 12900.000 90.001
Ninety
point Zero
Zero One

1161012.900

Eleven Lakh
Sixty-One
Thousand
AND Twelve
point Nine

18 N/A N/A

Manufacturing , supplying , fitting&fixing colllapsible gate of any design
& shape made of 3/4inchx3/4inchx1/8inch channel placed @ 112mm
c/c vertically connecting the same with each other by 20x3mm flat bar
scissors 600mm long provided in 3 rows including cutting the different
M.S members to requred sizes fabricating , welding , riveting with
requred size rivets , providing required size wheels , pulling handles
on both sides suitable locking arrangement , electrodes , grease and
finally placing the same in position in between 2 Nos.50x50x6 mm M.S
Tee rail made by welding 2 Nos.50x6 mm M.S flat bar fitted and fixed
at top and bottom with R.C.C lintel and side wall with required
Nos.150mm to 225 mm long 38x6 mm M.S flat bar clamps one one
end welded with the gate member and other end bifurcated embedded
in C.C at pouring concrete (1:2:4) into the holes and finishing
etccomplete , painting 2 coats with approved best quality synthetic
anamel paint over a coat of anticorrosive painting , both end carriage ,
including greasing , electrodes , curing etc.completes as per drawing
and design and accepted by engineer

m2 13.000 3300.001

Three
Thousand
Three
Hundred
point Zero
Zero One

42900.013

Forty-Two
Thousand
Nine
Hundred
point Zero
One Three

19 N/A N/A

Supplying , fitting and fixing M.S. door shutter made with 38 x 38 x 6
mm angle outer frame , inner member 25x 6mm F.I.bar , cladding with
16 BWG M.S sheet , hinged with 50 X 50 X 6 mm M.S. angle Chowkat
etc.complete in all respect as per design and direction of the Engineer
in charge.

m2 65.000 5000.001

Five
Thousand
point Zero
Zero One

325000.065

Three Lakh
Twenty-Five
Thousand
point Zero
Six Five

20 N/A N/A
Supplying , fitting and fixing 38 mm dia stainless steel pipe for Hand
Rail including cutting , bending , finishing etc. all complete as per
direction of Engineer in charge.

RM 24.400 300.001

Three
Hundred
point Zero
Zero One

7320.024

Seven
Thousand
Three
Hundred and
Twenty point
Zero Two
Four
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21 N/A N/A

Supplying , fitting and fixing high window grill as per design made of
mild steel F.I section (20 mm x 3 mm) with outer frame of (25 mm x 6
mm) F.I bar , fabricating , welding , cost of electricity , workshop
charges , carriage , fixing with pre-placed clamps in walls , all
necessary tools and plants as per design , drawing , specifications and
direction of the Engineer in charge.

m2 50.650 5100.001

Five
Thousand
One
Hundred
point Zero
Zero One

258315.051

Two Lakh
Fifty-Eight
Thousand
Three
Hundred and
Fifteen point
Zero Five
One

22 N/A N/A

Painting with plastic emulsion paint of best quality and approved
colour in a seal container from authorized manufacturer. Applying each
coat and successive coat is to be applied as per manufacturer special
procedure , to wall and ceiling in two coats over a coat of priming coat
of water sealer and ready mixed putty of approved brand. It applied on
sand papered and cleaned surface and after drying applied sealer coat
, 2 coats of ready mixed wall putty of approved brand , each coat dried
and smoothened by sand papering. Applying plastic emulsion paint
one vertical and one horizontal coat for each coat and successive coat
is to be applied after drying up of previous coat by brush/roller/spray
in/c cleaning the plinth , floors , doors , windows , portions and
ventilators by washing , rubbing , as necessary and sand papering the
surface and necessary scaffolding , etc. curing for the requisite period
etc. all complete for all floors i/c cost of all materials as per direction of
the E-I-C. (BERGER/RAK/ELITE)

m2 555.850 210.001

Two
Hundred
and Ten
point Zero
Zero One

116729.056

One Lakh
Sixteen
Thousand
Seven
Hundred and
Twenty-Nine
point Zero
Five Six

23 N/A N/A

Painting to door and window frames , grills , shutters and rain water
down pipes with two coats of Synthetic Enamel Paint of light Grey
colour (BERGER/RAK/ELITE)over a coat of priming including cleaning
finishing and polishing with sand paper and necessary scaffolding
etc.complete as per direction of the Engineer in charge.

m2 366.200 160.001

One
Hundred
and Sixty
point Zero
Zero One

58592.366

Fifty-Eight
Thousand
Five
Hundred and
Ninety-Two
point Three
Six Six

24 N/A N/A

38 mm thick artificial patent stone (1:1.5:3) flooring with cement, best
quality coarse sand (50% quantity of Sylhet sand or coarse sand of
equivalent F.M. 2.2 and 50% best local sand of FM 1.2) and 12 mm
down well graded stone chips, laying the concrete in alternate panels,
compacting and finishing the top with neat cement and curing at least
7 days in all floors including cost of water, electricity and other charges
etc. all complete and accepted by the Engineer.(Cement: CEM-II/A-
M)In ground floor

m2 204.500 400.001

Four
Hundred
point Zero
Zero One

81800.205

Eighty-One
Thousand
Eight
Hundred
point Two
Zero Five

25 N/A N/A

On exterior surface applying as per manufacturer instruction specific
coat of weather coat of approved qualityand colour delivered from
authorized local agent of the manufacturer in a sealed container.
Applying one vertical and one horizontal coat for each coat and
successive coat is to be applied after drying up of previous coat by
brush/roller/spray in/c cleaning , washing , rubbing , as necessary and
sand papering the surface and necessary scaffolding , etc. all
complete for all floors i/c cost of all materials as per direction of the
E-I-C. (BERGER/RAK/ELITE)

m2 389.700 200.001

Two
Hundred
point Zero
Zero One

77940.390

Seventy-
Seven
Thousand
Nine
Hundred and
Forty point
Three Nine

26 N/A N/A

Apron of 300mm widthover one layer of brick flat soling. The surface
having minimum 12mm thick cement sand (F.M.12) plaster (1.3) and
net cement finiching with curing at sand (F.M 0.8) consolidating and
dressing cost of water , electricity , other charges etc.all complete as
per d and accepet by the Engineer in charge.

m2 44.000 700.001

Seven
Hundred
point Zero
Zero One

30800.044

Thirty
Thousand
Eight
Hundred
point Zero
Four Four

27 N/A N/A

Plaster rule pointing works 250mmx75mm size as brick shape by
10mmx10mm grove on outside wall over minimum 12mm thick cement
plaster (1:6) with Portland Composite cement (CEM II/AM , 42.5N) ,
best quality sand (minimum FM1.2) , finishing the corners and edges
including washing of sand , cleaning the surfaces. caffolding and
curing for requisite period etc. all complete as per drawing and
direction of the E-I-C.

m2 140.450 250.001

Two
Hundred
and Fifty
point Zero
Zero One

35112.640

Thirty-Five
Thousand
One
Hundred and
Twelve point
Six Four

28 N/A N/A

Supplying , fitting and fixing Bangladesh pattern , 570mm x 445mm x
290mm long pan with foot-rest , approx 12 kg by weight , made of
Vitreous China and preparing the base of pan with cement motor (1:4)
and with wire net of rods , if necessary in all floor including making
holes wherever required and mending good the damages and fitting ,
fixing , finishing etc. complete with all necessary fittings and
connection approved and accepted by the Engineer-in-Charge. White
(RAK/STELLA)

Each 20.000 1800.001

One
Thousand
Eight
Hundred
point Zero
Zero One

36000.020

Thirty-Six
Thousand
point Zero
Two

29 N/A N/A

Supplying , fitting and fixing of European type Porcelin Low Down
(RAK/STELLA) having a capacity of 8 litre and size
13inchx7inchx14inch each. The Lowdowns to be installed in toilet
walls having long pans in it by nut bolts and angle clamps of thickness
not lesser than 6mm. The work includes 1.25inch pvc pipe to be
connected to Pan including making holes whereever required and
mending good the damages and fitting , fixing , finishing etc. All
complete as per direction and instruction by the Engineer-in-
Charge.Color: White

Each 20.000 1900.001

One
Thousand
Nine
Hundred
point Zero
Zero One

38000.020

Thirty-Eight
Thousand
point Zero
Two

30 N/A N/A

Supplying , fitting and fixing Eropean type glazed porcelain Combi
closet , in/c plastic seat cover , cystern system preparing the base with
cement concrete and with wire mesh or rods if necessary , in all
floores including making holes wherever required and mending good
the damages and fitting fixing , finishing etc. complrte with all
necessary fittings and connection approved and accepted by the
Engineer. Standard STELLA/RAK/COTTO White , Item No. 115A/415A
, 700 x 410 x 795mm31.5

Each 10.000 6000.001

Six
Thousand
point Zero
Zero One

60000.010

Sixty
Thousand
point Zero
One
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31 N/A N/A

Supplying , fitting and fixing glazed vitreous china flat or squatting
urinal 610 x 375 x 85 mm size , approx. 14 kg by weightwith flushing
intel in cement mortal (1:4) with painted cast iron body , one gallon
capacity , automatic flushing cistem in each group etc. including 12mm
brass controlling velve 32 mm dia PVC flush pipebrass controlling
12mm dia plastic lead (connection) pipe including making goods the
drams with 1:4 cement morter etc. all complete approved and
accepted by the Engineer-in-Charge.White (RAK/STELLA)

Each 10.000 1100.001

One
Thousand
One
Hundred
point Zero
Zero One

11000.010

Eleven
Thousand
point Zero
One

32 N/A N/A

Supplying , glazed vitreous Wash Basin 595 x 430 x 190 mm size ,
approx. 10.4 kg by weight with Padastal including fitting , fixing the
same in position with heavy type C.I. Brackets. 30 mm dia PVC waste
water pipe with brass coupling (not exceding 750 mm in length) , 12
mm plastic lead (connection) pipe with brass coupling , basin waste
with chain plug including making holes in walls and floors and fitting
with wooden blocks , screws and mending good the damages ,
finishing etc. all complete approved and accepted by the Engineer-in-
Charge. White (RAK/STELLA)

Each 20.000 3000.001

Three
Thousand
point Zero
Zero One

60000.020

Sixty
Thousand
point Zero
Two

33 N/A N/A
Supplying , fitting and fixing medium best qualiy CP Piller cock etc. all
complete as approved and accepted by the Engineer.12 mm CP
medium quality piller cock

Each 10.000 500.001

Five
Hundred
point Zero
Zero One

5000.010

Five
Thousand
point Zero
One

34 N/A N/A
Supplying , fitting and fixing best quality faucets etc. complete
approved and accepted by the Engineer in charge.12 mm CP bib
cock.

Nos. 50.000 500.001

Five
Hundred
point Zero
Zero One

25000.050

Twenty-Five
Thousand
point Zero
Five

35 N/A N/A

Supplying , fitting and fixing Special/Fancy quality CP
concealed/Surface Angle stop cock etc. complete approved and
accepted by the Engineer in charge 12 mm CP surface mounted angle
stop cock (general)

Each 40.000 600.001

Six
Hundred
point Zero
Zero One

24000.040

Twenty-Four
Thousand
point Zero
Four

36 N/A N/A
Supplying fitting and fixing 100mm dia uPVCTrap (Siphon or ftPft
Trap) including making holes in walls and floors and mending good the
damages etc. all complete as per direction of the Engineer-in-Charge.

Each 20.000 650.001

Six
Hundred
and Fifty
point Zero
Zero One

13000.020

Thirteen
Thousand
point Zero
Two

37 N/A N/A

Supplying , fitting and fixing 125 mm dia C.I. Gratings in traps or in
drains with cement morter (1:4) including making holes in walls and
floors and mending good the damages etc. all complete as per
direction of the engineer-in-Charge.

Each 20.000 160.001

One
Hundred
and Sixty
point Zero
Zero One

3200.020

Three
Thousand
Two Hundred
point Zero
Two

38 N/A N/A

Supplying , fitting and fixing of 450 x 350 mm size and 5 mm thick
unframed super quality mirror with hard boards at the back with all
necessary filling including making holes in walls and mending good the
damages with cement mortar (1:4) etc. all complete approved and
accepted by the Engineer-in-Charge. (Made in Japan or equivalent)

Each 10.000 600.001

Six
Hundred
point Zero
Zero One

6000.010

Six
Thousand
point Zero
One

39 N/A N/A

Supplying , fitting and fixing super quality 600 x 125 mm white glass
(plate) shelf having 5 mm thickness with fancy C.P. brackets , screws
and frames including making holes in walls and mending good the
damages with cement mortar (1:4) etc. all complete approved and
accepted by the Engineer-in-Charge.

Each 10.000 500.001

Five
Hundred
point Zero
Zero One

5000.010

Five
Thousand
point Zero
One

40 N/A N/A

Supplying , fitting and laying up to depth of invert 100mm inside dia
best quality uPVC C-grade pressure soil pipe having specific gravity
1.3-1.45 , and other physical , chemical , thermal , fire resistivity
properties etc. as per BSTI approved manufacturer standards or
ASTM , BS/ISO/IS standards fitted and fixed in position with sockets ,
bends , with all accessories such as Round grating/domed roof grating
etc. all complete as per direction of the Engineer-in-Charge. uPVC soil
pipe 100 mm dia. wall thickness 2.7mm-3.4mm

RM 120.000 500.001

Five
Hundred
point Zero
Zero One

60000.120

Sixty
Thousand
point One
Two

41 N/A N/A

Supplying 50 mm inside dia. upvc , waste and ventilation pipe each
piece having over length 1800 mm , thickness 6.5mm , spigot diameter
80mm , weight min 12 kg fitted and fixed in position with sockets
thickness min 8.5 mm , internal depth min 68 mm , beadfts outside
diameter min 90 mm , ears flange length min 150 mm , caulking
clearance min 10 mm produced in foundry grade pig iron as per BSTI
approved manufacturer standard fitting and fixing in position including
head and shoes bends made of minimun 20 mm x 3 mm F.I bar or
equivalent , trap , tee , offset , clamps and nils etc. complete in all
floors etc. all complete as per direction of the Engineer-in-Charge.

RM 30.000 350.001

Three
Hundred
and Fifty
point Zero
Zero One

10500.030

Ten
Thousand
Five
Hundred
point Zero
Three

42 N/A N/A

Supplying , fitting and fixing standard size soap tray including making
holes in walls and mending good the damages with cement mortar
(1:4) etc. all complete approved and accepted by the Engineer-in-
Charge.CP soap tray

Each 30.000 180.001

One
Hundred
and Eighty
point Zero
Zero One

5400.030

Five
Thousand
Four
Hundred
point Zero
Three

43.a N/A N/A

Construction of Two Soak well a)RCC Ring for Soak well (inner dia. Of
ring 750 mm , thickness 30 mm , height 300 mm , using 3-12 no. MS
wire ) all complete as per DPHE National Sanitation Project design
and as per direction of the Engineer in Charge.

Nos. 50.000 280.001

Two
Hundred
and Eighty
point Zero
Zero One

14000.050

Fourteen
Thousand
point Zero
Five

43.b N/A N/A
b)RCC Slab for Soak well (dia. 900 mm , thickness 38 mm , using 10
no. MS wire of 0.65 kg) all complete as per DPHE National Sanitation
Project design and as per direction of the Engineer in Charge.

Nos. 10.000 350.001

Three
Hundred
and Fifty
point Zero

3500.010

Three
Thousand
Five
Hundred
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Zero One point Zero
One

43.c N/A N/A

c)Earth work excavation , carrying , fitting & fixing of Soak well ring
and slab at proper position , earth filling , connection to the Litch pit
(using 100 mm PVC pipe) etc. all complete as per direction of the
Enginner in charge.

item 10.000 600.001

Six
Hundred
point Zero
Zero One

6000.010

Six
Thousand
point Zero
One

43.d N/A N/A
d)Filling of soak well bottom by local sand (min. F.M. 0.8 & 75 mm
thick) and Brick chips (75 mm thick) with proper compaction etc. all
complete as per direction of the Engineer in Charge.

item 10.000 110.001

One
Hundred
and Ten
point Zero
Zero One

1100.010

One
Thousand
One
Hundred
point Zero
One

44.a N/A N/A (a) Supplying , fitting , fixing and placing plastic covered waste bin
(Medium Size) as per direction of Engineer in charge. Each 10.000 300.001

Three
Hundred
point Zero
Zero One

3000.010

Three
Thousand
point Zero
One

44.b N/A N/A (b) Supplying and placing of open waste plastic (RFL/Bengal/Partex)
basket (Jhuri) to be used in toilets. Each 30.000 50.001

Fifty point
Zero Zero
One

1500.030

One
Thousand
Five
Hundred
point Zero
Three

45 N/A N/A Supply of water pot (RFL/Bengal/standard quality) as per direction of
Engineer in charge. Each 30.000 50.001

Fifty point
Zero Zero
One

1500.030

One
Thousand
Five
Hundred
point Zero
Three

46 N/A N/A Supply of cleaning materials (Harpic/Finish/standard quality) 750 ml
each as per direction of Engineer in charge. Each 30.000 90.001

Ninety
point Zero
Zero One

2700.030

Two
Thousand
Seven
Hundred
point Zero
Three

47 N/A N/A Supply of cleaning brush (standard size and quality) as per direction of
Engineer in charge. Each 30.000 90.001

Ninety
point Zero
Zero One

2700.030

Two
Thousand
Seven
Hundred
point Zero
Three

48 N/A N/A Supply of Bucket (RFL/Bengal/standard quality) as per direction of
Engineer in charge (Each 10 litre capacity). Each 10.000 100.001

One
Hundred
point Zero
Zero One

1000.010

One
Thousand
point Zero
One

49 N/A N/A Supplying a lock (2.5inch Tricle China , Brass colour or Pitol) to use in
the collapsible gate as per direction of the Engineer in charge. Each 10.000 200.001

Two
Hundred
point Zero
Zero One

2000.010

Two
Thousand
point Zero
One

50 N/A N/A Supplying and placing of Coconut Fiber Matress (4ftx10inch) to be
used on entrance stair step Each 10.000 300.001

Three
Hundred
point Zero
Zero One

3000.010

Three
Thousand
point Zero
One

51.a N/A N/A

CONCEALED CONDUIT WIRING Concealed conduit wiring supplying
, fixing & fitting etc. all complete for the following point looping at the
switch board with earth terminal including circuit wiring with 1C-2X1.5
sqmm PVC insulated cable (BYA) & 1.5 sqmm PVC insulated green /
white coloured ECC wire (BYA) through PVC conduit (Lira brand or
equivalent product of other reputed manufacturer) of minimum 25 mm
dia & 1.5 mm wall thickness 18 SWG GP sheet , switch board and pull
box with 3 mm thick ebonite sheet cover , 5 amps , piano switch ,
ceiling rose , fixing materials etc. as required ( all electrical contacts
shall be of brass / copper) mending the damages goods. (a) 20mm dia
, 1.5mm Thick PVC pipe for conceal conduting

m 100.000 60.001
Sixty point
Zero Zero
One

6000.100
Six
Thousand
point One

51.b N/A N/A (b Double core insulated electric wire (3/20) ( Estern/BRB/Paradise)
for internal connection m 100.000 70.001

Seventy
point Zero
Zero One

7000.100
Seven
Thousand
point One

51.c N/A N/A (c) Light points including holder Point 50.000 90.001
Ninety
point Zero
Zero One

4500.050

Four
Thousand
Five
Hundred
point Zero
Five

51.d N/A N/A (d) 26 Watt. Energy Saver Bulb (Phillips/ Energy Pack) Point 50.000 200.001

Two
Hundred
point Zero
Zero One

10000.050

Ten
Thousand
point Zero
Five

51.e N/A N/A (e) 2-pin 5 amp Socket point (outlet) with control switch on switch
board Point 10.000 120.001

One
Hundred
and Twenty
point Zero

1200.010

One
Thousand
Two Hundred
point Zero
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Zero One One

52 N/A N/A

SP CIRCUIT BREAKER Supplying , fixing & fitting etc. all complete on
a prepared board 250V , 50 Hz , grade following single pole miniature
circuit breaker (SPMCB) having minimum breaking capacity 6 kA with
thermal over current and instantaneous electromagnetic short circuit
release provision with SPMCBs of AEG (Germany) Dorman Smith
(England) MEM (UK) , SIEMENS / USA/ Germany or equivalent
approved by the Engineering in charge5 Amps

Nos 10.000 800.001

Eight
Hundred
point Zero
Zero One

8000.010

Eight
Thousand
point Zero
One

53 N/A N/A

GANG SWITCH Supplying , fixing & fitting etc. all complete using 250
volts. 5 amps (minimum) concealed type following switch / switch
socket mounted on required size 18 SWG galvanized plain sheet
board of 76.2 mm (3inch) depth all electrical contact shall be brass /
copper gang switch of following brand & country of origin. (MK
England or equivalent product of GERMANY / USA / FRANCE /
JAPAN / ITALY / SWEDEN / SWITZERLAND / or equivalent approved
by the Engineering in charge. 4 Gang switch

Each 10.000 500.001

Five
Hundred
point Zero
Zero One

5000.010

Five
Thousand
point Zero
One

54 N/A N/A

Supply and wiring Electric wire (20) ( Estern/BRB/Equivalent) for
connection with electric service from existing Main board to SDB
including trial operation and commissioning etc. all complete as per as
per standard practice and accepted by the Engineer in charge.

m 75.000 160.001

One
Hundred
and Sixty
point Zero
Zero One

12000.075

Twelve
Thousand
point Zero
Seven Five

55 N/A N/A

Transportation of all kinds of necessary materials including tube well
materials , equipment , tools and plants , casing pipe to the work site ,
construction of derrick and dismantling the same , cleaning the site
after completion of the work as per specification & direction of the
Engineer in charge.

No. 5.000 3500.001

Three
Thousand
Five
Hundred
point Zero
Zero One

17500.005

Seventeen
Thousand
Five
Hundred
point Zero
Zero Five

56.a N/A N/A

Boring by water jet method or any adequate/easy method to install 75
mm-38 mm dia. shallow shrowded Tube well to get Iron free
(maximum allowable limit 1 mg/l) water includes supplying of GI boring
pipe , associated materials & equipment to boring , collection of soil
sample an interval of 3m in a white polythene bag/wooden
compartmental box including preparation of bore log in the field and
supplying and installation of GI pipe , uPVC pipe , Robo screen (2
meter long , slot opening 10) , sand trap , solvent cement . socket
adapter etc. (all according to BS-3505 , 1968) to the boring site and
done the installation completely as stated below as per direction of
Engineer-in-charge. (This item Includes supplying and installation of all
material with cost , labour charge , carrying charge with VAT & Tax &
profit) a) From 0.0 m to 0.5 m GI Pipe , 75 mm dia. & thickness 6 mm

m 2.500 1200.001

One
Thousand
Two
Hundred
point Zero
Zero One

3000.003

Three
Thousand
point Zero
Zero Three

56.b N/A N/A b) From 0.5 m to 40 m (75 mm dia. uPVC Pipe class `D' ) m 197.500 350.001

Three
Hundred
and Fifty
point Zero
Zero One

69125.198

Sixty-Nine
Thousand
One
Hundred and
Twenty-Five
point One
Nine Eight

56.c N/A N/A c)From 40 m to 80 m ( 38 mm dia. uPVC Pipe class `D' ) m 200.000 160.001

One
Hundred
and Sixty
point Zero
Zero One

32000.200
Thirty-Two
Thousand
point Two

56.d N/A N/A d)From 80 m to 120 m ( 38 mm dia. uPVC Pipe class `D') m 200.000 105.001

One
Hundred
and Five
point Zero
Zero One

21000.200
Twenty-One
Thousand
point Two

56.e N/A N/A e)From 120 m to 160 m ( 38 mm dia. uPVC Pipe class `D' ) m 200.000 105.001

One
Hundred
and Five
point Zero
Zero One

21000.200
Twenty-One
Thousand
point Two

56.f N/A N/A e)From 160 m to 200 m ( 38 mm dia. uPVC Pipe class `D' ) m 200.000 100.001

One
Hundred
point Zero
Zero One

20000.200
Twenty
Thousand
point Two

56.g N/A N/A g)PVC reducer (75 mm dia. To 38 mm dia. D class `D') no 5.000 100.001

One
Hundred
point Zero
Zero One

500.005

Five
Hundred
point Zero
Zero Five

56.h N/A N/A h)Robo screen uPVC (38mm dia. Class `E' ) m 30.000 100.001

One
Hundred
point Zero
Zero One

3000.030

Three
Thousand
point Zero
Three

56.i N/A N/A

i)Sand trap-class ftDft BS-3505 , 1968 , 1.00m long 38 mm dia.
including PVC end cap in one end and socket in another end with
fitting and fixing in proper position etc. all complete as per
specifications and direction of the Engineer in Charge.

no. 5.000 100.001

One
Hundred
point Zero
Zero One

500.005

Five
Hundred
point Zero
Zero Five

57 N/A N/A
Complete development of the tube well by mechanical pump to obtain
sand & turbidity free water at a satisfactory yield , etc. all complete as
per specifications and direction of the Engineer in Charge.

LS 5.000 800.001
Eight
Hundred
point Zero

4000.005
Four
Thousand
point Zero
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Zero One Zero Five

58 N/A N/A

Preparation and making shrowded by coarse sand/sylhet sand (FM
greater than 2.5) around the tube well fixtures with supply of designed
graded pea gravels free from any substance harmful to pipe and
health confirmed by test including seiving , washing etc.all complete as
per specifications and direction of the Engineer in charge.

m3 1.250 2200.001

Two
Thousand
Two
Hundred
point Zero
Zero One

2750.001

Two
Thousand
Seven
Hundred and
Fifty point
Zero Zero
One

59.a N/A N/A

(a) Submersible Pump (Gazi/RFL/Partex) premium quality with two
years guarantee , delivery 25 mm dia.) to draw water at roof tank from
TW , capacity 1.0 horse power as per standard specification , carrying
, fitting & fixing (by 10 no. G.I./14 no. Copper wire) within TW and
suction & delivery pipe , commissioning etc. all complete as per
specifications and direction of the Engineer in charge.

each 5.000 14000.001

Fourteen
Thousand
point Zero
Zero One

70000.005

Seventy
Thousand
point Zero
Zero Five

59.b N/A N/A

(b) Protection for Submersible Pump by making 2ft-4inch(Outside
Length) x2ft-4inch(Outside Width) x 1ft-6inch (Height) by making
125mm brick wall supported on single layer 250mm brick wall.
Constructed Masonry Box to be covered by 75mm slab on top.
Outside of the box requires to be plastered. All complete as per
instruction and direction of the Engineer in Charge.

LS 5.000 1000.001

One
Thousand
point Zero
Zero One

5000.005

Five
Thousand
point Zero
Zero Five

60 N/A N/A

Supplying , fitting and fixing Special grade/thread uPVC pipe ( ftEft
classall according to BS-3505 , 1968) 25 mm dia as column pipe each
3.0 m long having one end socket and another threaded etc. using
necessary Teefts , bends , L-bows and sockets and fitted in position
with all necessary accessoriese etc. all complete as per as per
standard practice and accepted by the Engineer in charge. .

m 125.000 80.001
Eighty
point Zero
Zero One

10000.125

Ten
Thousand
point One
Two Five

61 N/A N/A

Food-grade plastic internal mini water tank (Gazi/RFL/Padma) for
emergency storage and supply of water 1000 liters capacity
manufactured from liner low density polythylene (ILDPE) roto grade
(ultra violet) established which complies FDA(Federal Department of
Agriculture , USA) (Fazi)/regulations 21 CFR 1277 , 152 having food
grade quality where no recycled materials is used , union socket ,
bend nipple , over flow pipe and all accessories need for fitting & fixing
in roof position , carrying & lifting to the site & position as per direction
of Engineer in charge.

Each 5.000 12000.001

Twelve
Thousand
point Zero
Zero One

60000.005

Sixty
Thousand
point Zero
Zero Five

62 N/A N/A

Supplying and fitting , fixing a flunge of 100 mm dia. and 4 mm thick
M.S plate having one hole for easy setting of 25 mm dia. uPVC suction
pipe and for pump cable and copper heavy wire etc. all complete as
per requirement and accepted by the Engineer in charge.

no. 5.000 400.001

Four
Hundred
point Zero
Zero One

2000.005

Two
Thousand
point Zero
Zero Five

63.a N/A N/A

Electric Surface wiring for the following points looping at the switch
board with earth terminal including circuit wiring with 2c-1.5 sq.mm
PVC insulated and sheathed cable (BYFYE) with PVC batten
complete with 18 SWG GP Sheet switch board with 3 mm thick
ebonite sheet cover , 5 amps. wall switch , socket etc. including fixing
materials , others accessories etc. all complete as per specifications
and direction of the Engineer in charge.a) Combined socket supply
and installation

no. 5.000 700.001

Seven
Hundred
point Zero
Zero One

3500.005

Three
Thousand
Five
Hundred
point Zero
Zero Five

63.b N/A N/A b) Circuit breaker 5 amps. each 5.000 300.001

Three
Hundred
point Zero
Zero One

1500.005

One
Thousand
Five
Hundred
point Zero
Zero Five

64 N/A N/A

Making sanitary seal 600 mm X 600 mm X 150 mm with mass
concrete (1:2:4) with Sand (F.M. 1.8) and picked jhama chips including
breaking chips , screening , mixing , laying , compacting to levels and
curing for at least 14 daysetc. all complete in/c as per direction of
Engineer-in-charge.

m 0.400 600.001

Six
Hundred
point Zero
Zero One

240.000 Two Hundred
and Forty

65.a N/A N/A

Making plumbing line with special grade / thread uPVC pipe ftEft class
all according to BS-3505 , 1968 including supplying necessary clamps
, screws , royal plug , El-bow , bends , Tees etc. all complete as per
specifications and direction of the Engineer in charge. a)25 mm dia.

m 30.000 80.001
Eighty
point Zero
Zero One

2400.030

Two
Thousand
Four
Hundred
point Zero
Three

65.b N/A N/A b)19 mm dia. m 100.000 62.001
Sixty-Two
point Zero
Zero One

6200.100

Six
Thousand
Two Hundred
point One

66 N/A N/A
Supplying , fitting and fixing best quality G.I. gate valve with sealant
etc. complete approved and accepted by the Engineer in charge. 25
mm brass gate valve

Nos. 5.000 401.001

Four
Hundred
and One
point Zero
Zero One

2005.005

Two
Thousand
AND Five
point Zero
Zero Five

67 N/A N/A

Inscribing (writing) the name of the Project and other necessary
information in English on outside front face of the WASH Block with
approved quality Marble stone (Italian Karaka , special quality) , size
12inchx18inch , Thickness 15mm , color white and others according to
the direction of the Engineer-in-charge.

Item 10.000 1640.001

One
Thousand
Six
Hundred
and Forty
point Zero
Zero One

16400.010

Sixteen
Thousand
Four
Hundred
point Zero
One
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Grand
Total: 6358050.474

Sixty-Three
Lakh Fifty-
Eight
Thousand
AND Fifty
point Four
Seven Four

* Note: All applicable taxes, custom duties, VAT and other levies payable by the Contractor under the Contract shall be included in the unit prices submitted by the
Tenderer.

This Section 6. Bill of Quantities is Electronically Signed by Mr. Obaydur Rahman on behalf of M/S Fahim Traders

M/S. M. C. ENTERPRISE

Section 6. Bill of Quantities

Bill of Quantities

Bill of Quantities

Item
No Group Item

Code DESCRIPTION UNIT QNTY

Unit
Price (In
figures:

BDT)

Unit
Price (In
words:
BDT)

Total Price
(In figures:

BDT)

Total
Price (In
words:
BDT)

1 N/A N/A

Perform soil test and submission of sub-soil investigation report as per
following specifications and instructions of Engineer in charge. (All
cost included Mobilization & demobilization of materials required for
permorming tests at different primary schools under the
package.a)The soil test must be performed by a reputated/standard
exploratory farm (to be approved by concern Procuring Entity) and the
submitted report duly signed by competent/authorised
engineer.b)Exploratory borings and/ or by CPT , DCP etc. collecting
and necessary testing of samples in numbers as required for
Stratification of Layers , physical parameters of soils like- Atterberg
limits , Specific Gravity , Gain size distribution(by wet seive ,
Hydrometer if required) , shrinkage & swelling , Settlement ; C -Fy
values and other Strength parameters to ascertain Bearing Capacity ,
Skin friction , End bearings etc at layers of interest as per respective
National/International standards.c)Preparation of Standard sub-soil
investigation Report (2 sets) containing necessary Tables & Graphs
prepared from the collected data and information of soil sample.d)
Minimum 2 bore-holes for each school up to depth 0m to 20m will be
required.e)The test must be performed in presence of the reprentative
of DPHE (AE/SAE) , representative of Primary school (Head
teacher/Asstt. Teacher) and the report must be signed by them.

Each
School 5.000 26600.001

Twenty-Six
Thousand
Six
Hundred
point Zero
Zero One

133000.005

One Lakh
Thirty-Three
Thousand
point Zero
Zero Five

2.a N/A N/A

Mobilization, transportation and de-mobilization of equipment and
accessories including arrangement of water,electricity etc.all complete
after completion of work cleaning, leveling and dressing of the site as
per direction of Engineer in charge.

LS 5.000 5000.001

Five
Thousand
point Zero
Zero One

25000.005

Twenty-Five
Thousand
point Zero
Zero Five

2.b N/A N/A

Providing Site preparation , cleaning , Layout and demarcating lines ,
existing ground level (EGL) , formation ground level (FGL) , highest
flood level (HFL) , plinth level (PL). Setting and marking all pillars ,
markers , pegs etc. showing and maintaining reduced levels (RLs)
including locating , establishing , protecting all public utilities within the
premise of work and finally all to be presented in black and white etc.
all complete as per direction of the E-I-C.

LS 5.000 3000.001

Three
Thousand
point Zero
Zero One

15000.005

Fifteen
Thousand
point Zero
Zero Five

3 N/A N/A

Earth work in excavation in all kinds of soil for foundation trenches
including layout, providing center lines, bench-mark pillars, leveling,
ramming and preparing the base, fixing bamboo spikes & making
layout with chalk powder providing necessary tools and plants,
protecting and maintaining the trench dry etc., stacking, cleaning the
excavated earth at a safe distance out of the area enclosed by the
layout etc. All complete and accepted by the Engineer, subject to
submit method statement of carrying out cxcavation work to the
Engineer for approval. However, Engineer`s approval shall not relieve
the contractor of his responsibilities and obigations under the
contract.Earthwork in excavation in foundation trenches any depth and
maximum 10m lead: in all type of soil.

m3 333.860 85.001
Eighty-Five
point Zero
Zero One

28378.434

Twenty-Eight
Thousand
Three
Hundred and
Seventy-
Eight point
Four Three
Four

4 N/A N/A
Earth filling in foundation trenches in 150mm layer with earth available
within 90m of the building site watering , leveling and consolidating
each layer upto finished level as per direction of Engineer in charge.

m3 111.300 90.001
Ninety
point Zero
Zero One

10017.111

Ten
Thousand
AND
Seventeen
point One
One One

5 N/A N/A

Sand filling in foundation trenches and plinth with sand having F.M.1.2
in 150 mm layers including leveling , watering and compaction to
achieve minimum dry density of 90% with optimum moisture content
(Modified proctor test) by ramming each layer up to finished level as

m3 199.900 1000.001

One
Thousand
point Zero
Zero One

199900.200

One Lakh
Ninety-Nine
Thousand
Nine
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per design supplied by the design office only etc. all complete and
accepted by the Engineer in charge.

Hundred
point Two

6 N/A N/A

One layer of brick flat soling in foundation , Leach pit , Inspection pit or
in floor with 1st class bricks in/c preparation of bed and filling the
interstices with local sand , leveling in/c the supply of water , electricity
and other charges and costs of tools and plants as per direction of
Engineer in charge.

m2 344.390 350.001

Three
Hundred
and Fifty
point Zero
Zero One

120536.844

One Lakh
Twenty
Thousand
Five
Hundred and
Thirty-Six
point Eight
Four Four

7 N/A N/A
Supplying and laying of single layer polythene sheet weighing one
kilogram per 6.5 square meter in all respect as per direction of the
Engineer in charge.

m2 344.390 30.001
Thirty point
Zero Zero
One

10332.044

Ten
Thousand
Three
Hundred and
Thirty-Two
point Zero
Four Four

8 N/A N/A

Mass concrete (1:2:4) in floor with cement Sand (F.M. 2.0) and picked
jhama chips including breaking chips , screening , mixing , laying ,
compacting to levels and curing for at least 7 days in/c the supply of
water , electricity and other charges and costs of tools and plants etc.
all complete in/c as per direction of Engineer in charge.

m3 25.000 6300.001

Six
Thousand
Three
Hundred
point Zero
Zero One

157500.025

One Lakh
Fifty-Seven
Thousand
Five
Hundred
point Zero
Two Five

9 N/A N/A

250 mm & above thick brick work with 1st class bricks in cement
morter (1:5)with Sand (F.M. 1.8) for foundation , plinth and
superstructure and Leach pit filling the interistices fully with morter and
soaking the bricks at least for 24 hours before use and curing at least
for 7 days etc.all complete as per direction of the Engineer in charge.

m3 109.400 6000.001

Six
Thousand
point Zero
Zero One

656400.109

Six Lakh
Fifty-Six
Thousand
Four
Hundred
point One
Zero Nine

10 N/A N/A

125mm brick works with first class bricks in cement sand (FM 1.8)
mortar (1:4) and making bond with connected walls including
necessary scaffolding , raking out joints , cleaning and soaking the
bricks for at least 24 hours before use and washing of sand curing at
least for 7 days in all floors including cost of water , electricity and
other charges etc. all complete and accepted by the Engineer in
charge.

m2 377.650 800.001

Eight
Hundred
point Zero
Zero One

302120.378

Three Lakh
Two
Thousand
One
Hundred and
Twenty point
Three Seven
Eight

11 N/A N/A

Supplying , fitting and fixing homogeneous floor tiles (local made) (
RAK/FU-WANG /AKIJ) with cement sand (F.M 1.8) mortar (1:3) base
and raking out the joints with white cement including cutting and laying
the tiles in proper way and finishing with care etc. all complete and
accepted by the Engineer in charge. Homogeneous 300 x 300 mm
floor tiles

m2 169.900 1200.001

One
Thousand
Two
Hundred
point Zero
Zero One

203880.170

Two Lakh
Three
Thousand
Eight
Hundred and
Eighty point
One Seven

12 N/A N/A

Supplying , fitting and fixing wall tiles (local made) ( RAK/FU-WANG
/AKIJ) with on 20 mm thick cement sand (F.M. 1.2) mortar (1:3) base
and raking out the joints with white cement including cutting , laying
and hire charge of machine and finishing with care etc. including water
, electricity and other charges complete all respect accepted by the
Engineer in charge.. Coloured wall tiles of 200 X 300 mm size (3ft-0
inch ht.)

m2 240.940 1100.001

One
Thousand
One
Hundred
point Zero
Zero One

265034.241

Two Lakh
Sixty-Five
Thousand
AND Thirty-
Four point
Two Four
One

13 N/A N/A

Minimum 12mm thick cement sand (F.M. 1.5) Plaster (1:6) having with
fresh cement to wall both inner-and outer surface , finishing the corner
and edges including washing of sand cleaning the surface , scaffolding
and curing at least for 7 days , cost of water , electricity and other
charges etc. all complete in all respect as per drawing and accepted
by the Engineer in charge.

m2 892.800 180.001

One
Hundred
and Eighty
point Zero
Zero One

160704.893

One Lakh
Sixty
Thousand
Seven
Hundred and
Four point
Eight Nine
Three

14 N/A N/A

Minimum 12mm thick cement plaster (1:4) with NCF having cement
fineness min 2800cm2/g , initial setting time min 45 minutes , final
setting time max 375 minutes , gypsum <3% mixed with clinker , free
from ash & any other foreign materials to give a minimum cylinder
crushing strength of 19Mpa for 7 (seven) days concrete from a
machine mixed typical batch with fresh cement (conforming to BDS
232) to dado and plinth wall upto 150mm below ground level with neat
cement finishing in/c washing of sand , finishing the edges and corners
and curing at least for 7 days , cost of water , electricity & other
charges etc. all complete in all respect as per drawing and direction of
the Engineer in charge.

m2 410.250 150.001

One
Hundred
and Fifty
point Zero
Zero One

61537.910

Sixty-One
Thousand
Five
Hundred and
Thirty-Seven
point Nine
One

15 N/A N/A

Minimum 6 mm thick cement sand (F.M 1.5) plaster (1:4) with fresh
cement to ceiling R.C.C. columns , beams , surface of stair case ,
sunshades , cornices , railings , drop wall , louvers , fins and finishing
the corners and edges including washing of sand cleaning the surface
, scaffolding and curing at least for 7 days , cost of water , electricity
and other charges etc. all complete in all respect as per drawing and
accepted by the Engineer in charge.

m2 356.050 150.001

One
Hundred
and Fifty
point Zero
Zero One

53407.856

Fifty-Three
Thousand
Four
Hundred and
Seven point
Eight Five
Six

16.a N/A N/A

Reinforced cement concrete works using steel shutter with minimum
cement content relates to mix ratio 1:1.5:3 having minimum f 'cr = 26
Mpa, and satisfying a specified compressive strength f 'c = 21 Mpa at
28 days on standard cylinders as per standard practice of Code

m3 107.500 6380.001

Six
Thousand
Three
Hundred

685850.108

Six Lakh
Eighty-Five
Thousand
Eight
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ACI/BNBC/ASTM & Cement conforming to BDS EN-197-1- CEM1,
52.5N (52.5MPa) / ASTM-C 150 Type ? I, best quality Sylhet sand or
coarse sand [F.M. 2.2] and 20 mm down well graded picked jhama
brick chips conforming to ASTM C-33, including breaking chips and
screening, making, placing shutter in position and maintaining true to
plumb, making shutter water-tight properly, placing reinforcement in
position; mixing in standard mixer machine with hoper and fed by
standard measuring boxes, casting in forms, compacting by vibrator
machine and curing at least for 28 days, removing centering-shuttering
after specified time approved; including cost of water, electricity,
additional testing charges of materials and cylinders required by
engineer, other charges etc. all complete approved and accepted by
the Engineer. (Rate is excluding the cost of reinforcement and its
fabrication, placing and binding etc) all complete in all respect as per
drawing and accepted by the Engineer in charge. 1:1.5:3 concrete for
casting footing, grade beam, lintel ,column,beam and slab etc.

and Eighty
point Zero
Zero One

Hundred and
Fifty point
One Zero
Eight

16.b N/A N/A Steel Formwork/shuttering , steel prop and necessary steel supports
etc. m2 914.550 380.001

Three
Hundred
and Eighty
point Zero
Zero One

347529.915

Three Lakh
Forty-Seven
Thousand
Five
Hundred and
Twenty-Nine
point Nine
One Five

17 N/A N/A

Supplying , fabrication , and fixing to details as per design : Rabbed or
Deformed Bar Reinforcement for Reinforced Cement Concrete ,
produced and marked in accordance with BDS ISO 6935 - 2: 2006 (or
standard subsequently released from BSTI) including straightening
and cleaning rust , if any , bending and binding in position with supply
of G.l. wires , splices of laps what so ever etc. complete in all respects
and accepted by the Engineer. (Measurement shall be recorded only
on Standard Mass per Unit length of Bars , while , dia of bars exceeds
its standard)Grade 400 ( RB 400 : complying BDS ISO 6935-2:2006)
ribbed or deformed bar produced and marked according to
Bangladesh Standard with minimum yield strength , fy (ReH)=
400MPa , but fy not exceeding 418MPa and what ever is the yield
strength within allowable limit as per BNBC sec 8.3.3.5/ACI 318-11
sec 21.1.5.2 , the ratio of ultimate tensile strength fu to yield strength
fy , shall be at least 1.25 and minimum elongation after fracture and
minimum tatal elongation at maximum froce is 17% and 8%
respectively.

KG 12900.000 85.001
Eighty-Five
point Zero
Zero One

1096512.900

Ten Lakh
Ninety-Six
Thousand
Five
Hundred and
Twelve point
Nine

18 N/A N/A

Manufacturing , supplying , fitting&fixing colllapsible gate of any design
& shape made of 3/4inchx3/4inchx1/8inch channel placed @ 112mm
c/c vertically connecting the same with each other by 20x3mm flat bar
scissors 600mm long provided in 3 rows including cutting the different
M.S members to requred sizes fabricating , welding , riveting with
requred size rivets , providing required size wheels , pulling handles
on both sides suitable locking arrangement , electrodes , grease and
finally placing the same in position in between 2 Nos.50x50x6 mm M.S
Tee rail made by welding 2 Nos.50x6 mm M.S flat bar fitted and fixed
at top and bottom with R.C.C lintel and side wall with required
Nos.150mm to 225 mm long 38x6 mm M.S flat bar clamps one one
end welded with the gate member and other end bifurcated embedded
in C.C at pouring concrete (1:2:4) into the holes and finishing
etccomplete , painting 2 coats with approved best quality synthetic
anamel paint over a coat of anticorrosive painting , both end carriage ,
including greasing , electrodes , curing etc.completes as per drawing
and design and accepted by engineer

m2 13.000 3500.001

Three
Thousand
Five
Hundred
point Zero
Zero One

45500.013

Forty-Five
Thousand
Five
Hundred
point Zero
One Three

19 N/A N/A

Supplying , fitting and fixing M.S. door shutter made with 38 x 38 x 6
mm angle outer frame , inner member 25x 6mm F.I.bar , cladding with
16 BWG M.S sheet , hinged with 50 X 50 X 6 mm M.S. angle Chowkat
etc.complete in all respect as per design and direction of the Engineer
in charge.

m2 65.000 5700.001

Five
Thousand
Seven
Hundred
point Zero
Zero One

370500.065

Three Lakh
Seventy
Thousand
Five
Hundred
point Zero
Six Five

20 N/A N/A
Supplying , fitting and fixing 38 mm dia stainless steel pipe for Hand
Rail including cutting , bending , finishing etc. all complete as per
direction of Engineer in charge.

RM 24.400 350.001

Three
Hundred
and Fifty
point Zero
Zero One

8540.024

Eight
Thousand
Five
Hundred and
Forty point
Zero Two
Four

21 N/A N/A

Supplying , fitting and fixing high window grill as per design made of
mild steel F.I section (20 mm x 3 mm) with outer frame of (25 mm x 6
mm) F.I bar , fabricating , welding , cost of electricity , workshop
charges , carriage , fixing with pre-placed clamps in walls , all
necessary tools and plants as per design , drawing , specifications and
direction of the Engineer in charge.

m2 50.650 1700.001

One
Thousand
Seven
Hundred
point Zero
Zero One

86105.051

Eighty-Six
Thousand
One
Hundred and
Five point
Zero Five
One

22 N/A N/A

Painting with plastic emulsion paint of best quality and approved
colour in a seal container from authorized manufacturer. Applying each
coat and successive coat is to be applied as per manufacturer special
procedure , to wall and ceiling in two coats over a coat of priming coat
of water sealer and ready mixed putty of approved brand. It applied on
sand papered and cleaned surface and after drying applied sealer coat
, 2 coats of ready mixed wall putty of approved brand , each coat dried

m2 555.850 200.001

Two
Hundred
point Zero
Zero One

111170.556

One Lakh
Eleven
Thousand
One
Hundred and
Seventy
point Five
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and smoothened by sand papering. Applying plastic emulsion paint
one vertical and one horizontal coat for each coat and successive coat
is to be applied after drying up of previous coat by brush/roller/spray
in/c cleaning the plinth , floors , doors , windows , portions and
ventilators by washing , rubbing , as necessary and sand papering the
surface and necessary scaffolding , etc. curing for the requisite period
etc. all complete for all floors i/c cost of all materials as per direction of
the E-I-C. (BERGER/RAK/ELITE)

Five Six

23 N/A N/A

Painting to door and window frames , grills , shutters and rain water
down pipes with two coats of Synthetic Enamel Paint of light Grey
colour (BERGER/RAK/ELITE)over a coat of priming including cleaning
finishing and polishing with sand paper and necessary scaffolding
etc.complete as per direction of the Engineer in charge.

m2 366.200 150.001

One
Hundred
and Fifty
point Zero
Zero One

54930.366

Fifty-Four
Thousand
Nine
Hundred and
Thirty point
Three Six
Six

24 N/A N/A

38 mm thick artificial patent stone (1:1.5:3) flooring with cement, best
quality coarse sand (50% quantity of Sylhet sand or coarse sand of
equivalent F.M. 2.2 and 50% best local sand of FM 1.2) and 12 mm
down well graded stone chips, laying the concrete in alternate panels,
compacting and finishing the top with neat cement and curing at least
7 days in all floors including cost of water, electricity and other charges
etc. all complete and accepted by the Engineer.(Cement: CEM-II/A-
M)In ground floor

m2 204.500 500.001

Five
Hundred
point Zero
Zero One

102250.205

One Lakh
Two
Thousand
Two
Hundred and
Fifty point
Two Zero
Five

25 N/A N/A

On exterior surface applying as per manufacturer instruction specific
coat of weather coat of approved qualityand colour delivered from
authorized local agent of the manufacturer in a sealed container.
Applying one vertical and one horizontal coat for each coat and
successive coat is to be applied after drying up of previous coat by
brush/roller/spray in/c cleaning , washing , rubbing , as necessary and
sand papering the surface and necessary scaffolding , etc. all
complete for all floors i/c cost of all materials as per direction of the
E-I-C. (BERGER/RAK/ELITE)

m2 389.700 250.001

Two
Hundred
and Fifty
point Zero
Zero One

97425.390

Ninety-
Seven
Thousand
Four
Hundred and
Twenty-Five
point Three
Nine

26 N/A N/A

Apron of 300mm widthover one layer of brick flat soling. The surface
having minimum 12mm thick cement sand (F.M.12) plaster (1.3) and
net cement finiching with curing at sand (F.M 0.8) consolidating and
dressing cost of water , electricity , other charges etc.all complete as
per d and accepet by the Engineer in charge.

m2 44.000 800.001

Eight
Hundred
point Zero
Zero One

35200.044

Thirty-Five
Thousand
Two
Hundred
point Zero
Four Four

27 N/A N/A

Plaster rule pointing works 250mmx75mm size as brick shape by
10mmx10mm grove on outside wall over minimum 12mm thick cement
plaster (1:6) with Portland Composite cement (CEM II/AM , 42.5N) ,
best quality sand (minimum FM1.2) , finishing the corners and edges
including washing of sand , cleaning the surfaces. caffolding and
curing for requisite period etc. all complete as per drawing and
direction of the E-I-C.

m2 140.450 270.001

Two
Hundred
and
Seventy
point Zero
Zero One

37921.640

Thirty-Seven
Thousand
Nine
Hundred and
Twenty-One
point Six
Four

28 N/A N/A

Supplying , fitting and fixing Bangladesh pattern , 570mm x 445mm x
290mm long pan with foot-rest , approx 12 kg by weight , made of
Vitreous China and preparing the base of pan with cement motor (1:4)
and with wire net of rods , if necessary in all floor including making
holes wherever required and mending good the damages and fitting ,
fixing , finishing etc. complete with all necessary fittings and
connection approved and accepted by the Engineer-in-Charge. White
(RAK/STELLA)

Each 20.000 1900.001

One
Thousand
Nine
Hundred
point Zero
Zero One

38000.020

Thirty-Eight
Thousand
point Zero
Two

29 N/A N/A

Supplying , fitting and fixing of European type Porcelin Low Down
(RAK/STELLA) having a capacity of 8 litre and size
13inchx7inchx14inch each. The Lowdowns to be installed in toilet
walls having long pans in it by nut bolts and angle clamps of thickness
not lesser than 6mm. The work includes 1.25inch pvc pipe to be
connected to Pan including making holes whereever required and
mending good the damages and fitting , fixing , finishing etc. All
complete as per direction and instruction by the Engineer-in-
Charge.Color: White

Each 20.000 3000.001

Three
Thousand
point Zero
Zero One

60000.020

Sixty
Thousand
point Zero
Two

30 N/A N/A

Supplying , fitting and fixing Eropean type glazed porcelain Combi
closet , in/c plastic seat cover , cystern system preparing the base with
cement concrete and with wire mesh or rods if necessary , in all
floores including making holes wherever required and mending good
the damages and fitting fixing , finishing etc. complrte with all
necessary fittings and connection approved and accepted by the
Engineer. Standard STELLA/RAK/COTTO White , Item No. 115A/415A
, 700 x 410 x 795mm31.5

Each 10.000 7200.001

Seven
Thousand
Two
Hundred
point Zero
Zero One

72000.010

Seventy-Two
Thousand
point Zero
One

31 N/A N/A

Supplying , fitting and fixing glazed vitreous china flat or squatting
urinal 610 x 375 x 85 mm size , approx. 14 kg by weightwith flushing
intel in cement mortal (1:4) with painted cast iron body , one gallon
capacity , automatic flushing cistem in each group etc. including 12mm
brass controlling velve 32 mm dia PVC flush pipebrass controlling
12mm dia plastic lead (connection) pipe including making goods the
drams with 1:4 cement morter etc. all complete approved and
accepted by the Engineer-in-Charge.White (RAK/STELLA)

Each 10.000 1400.001

One
Thousand
Four
Hundred
point Zero
Zero One

14000.010

Fourteen
Thousand
point Zero
One

32 N/A N/A

Supplying , glazed vitreous Wash Basin 595 x 430 x 190 mm size ,
approx. 10.4 kg by weight with Padastal including fitting , fixing the
same in position with heavy type C.I. Brackets. 30 mm dia PVC waste
water pipe with brass coupling (not exceding 750 mm in length) , 12
mm plastic lead (connection) pipe with brass coupling , basin waste
with chain plug including making holes in walls and floors and fitting

Each 20.000 3100.001

Three
Thousand
One
Hundred
point Zero
Zero One

62000.020

Sixty-Two
Thousand
point Zero
Two
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with wooden blocks , screws and mending good the damages ,
finishing etc. all complete approved and accepted by the Engineer-in-
Charge. White (RAK/STELLA)

33 N/A N/A
Supplying , fitting and fixing medium best qualiy CP Piller cock etc. all
complete as approved and accepted by the Engineer.12 mm CP
medium quality piller cock

Each 10.000 880.001

Eight
Hundred
and Eighty
point Zero
Zero One

8800.010

Eight
Thousand
Eight
Hundred
point Zero
One

34 N/A N/A
Supplying , fitting and fixing best quality faucets etc. complete
approved and accepted by the Engineer in charge.12 mm CP bib
cock.

Nos. 50.000 600.001

Six
Hundred
point Zero
Zero One

30000.050

Thirty
Thousand
point Zero
Five

35 N/A N/A

Supplying , fitting and fixing Special/Fancy quality CP
concealed/Surface Angle stop cock etc. complete approved and
accepted by the Engineer in charge 12 mm CP surface mounted angle
stop cock (general)

Each 40.000 700.001

Seven
Hundred
point Zero
Zero One

28000.040

Twenty-Eight
Thousand
point Zero
Four

36 N/A N/A
Supplying fitting and fixing 100mm dia uPVCTrap (Siphon or ftPft
Trap) including making holes in walls and floors and mending good the
damages etc. all complete as per direction of the Engineer-in-Charge.

Each 20.000 200.001

Two
Hundred
point Zero
Zero One

4000.020

Four
Thousand
point Zero
Two

37 N/A N/A

Supplying , fitting and fixing 125 mm dia C.I. Gratings in traps or in
drains with cement morter (1:4) including making holes in walls and
floors and mending good the damages etc. all complete as per
direction of the engineer-in-Charge.

Each 20.000 180.001

One
Hundred
and Eighty
point Zero
Zero One

3600.020

Three
Thousand
Six Hundred
point Zero
Two

38 N/A N/A

Supplying , fitting and fixing of 450 x 350 mm size and 5 mm thick
unframed super quality mirror with hard boards at the back with all
necessary filling including making holes in walls and mending good the
damages with cement mortar (1:4) etc. all complete approved and
accepted by the Engineer-in-Charge. (Made in Japan or equivalent)

Each 10.000 600.001

Six
Hundred
point Zero
Zero One

6000.010

Six
Thousand
point Zero
One

39 N/A N/A

Supplying , fitting and fixing super quality 600 x 125 mm white glass
(plate) shelf having 5 mm thickness with fancy C.P. brackets , screws
and frames including making holes in walls and mending good the
damages with cement mortar (1:4) etc. all complete approved and
accepted by the Engineer-in-Charge.

Each 10.000 650.001

Six
Hundred
and Fifty
point Zero
Zero One

6500.010

Six
Thousand
Five
Hundred
point Zero
One

40 N/A N/A

Supplying , fitting and laying up to depth of invert 100mm inside dia
best quality uPVC C-grade pressure soil pipe having specific gravity
1.3-1.45 , and other physical , chemical , thermal , fire resistivity
properties etc. as per BSTI approved manufacturer standards or
ASTM , BS/ISO/IS standards fitted and fixed in position with sockets ,
bends , with all accessories such as Round grating/domed roof grating
etc. all complete as per direction of the Engineer-in-Charge. uPVC soil
pipe 100 mm dia. wall thickness 2.7mm-3.4mm

RM 120.000 553.001

Five
Hundred
and Fifty-
Three point
Zero Zero
One

66360.120

Sixty-Six
Thousand
Three
Hundred and
Sixty point
One Two

41 N/A N/A

Supplying 50 mm inside dia. upvc , waste and ventilation pipe each
piece having over length 1800 mm , thickness 6.5mm , spigot diameter
80mm , weight min 12 kg fitted and fixed in position with sockets
thickness min 8.5 mm , internal depth min 68 mm , beadfts outside
diameter min 90 mm , ears flange length min 150 mm , caulking
clearance min 10 mm produced in foundry grade pig iron as per BSTI
approved manufacturer standard fitting and fixing in position including
head and shoes bends made of minimun 20 mm x 3 mm F.I bar or
equivalent , trap , tee , offset , clamps and nils etc. complete in all
floors etc. all complete as per direction of the Engineer-in-Charge.

RM 30.000 440.001

Four
Hundred
and Forty
point Zero
Zero One

13200.030

Thirteen
Thousand
Two
Hundred
point Zero
Three

42 N/A N/A

Supplying , fitting and fixing standard size soap tray including making
holes in walls and mending good the damages with cement mortar
(1:4) etc. all complete approved and accepted by the Engineer-in-
Charge.CP soap tray

Each 30.000 200.001

Two
Hundred
point Zero
Zero One

6000.030

Six
Thousand
point Zero
Three

43.a N/A N/A

Construction of Two Soak well a)RCC Ring for Soak well (inner dia. Of
ring 750 mm , thickness 30 mm , height 300 mm , using 3-12 no. MS
wire ) all complete as per DPHE National Sanitation Project design
and as per direction of the Engineer in Charge.

Nos. 50.000 300.001

Three
Hundred
point Zero
Zero One

15000.050

Fifteen
Thousand
point Zero
Five

43.b N/A N/A
b)RCC Slab for Soak well (dia. 900 mm , thickness 38 mm , using 10
no. MS wire of 0.65 kg) all complete as per DPHE National Sanitation
Project design and as per direction of the Engineer in Charge.

Nos. 10.000 400.001

Four
Hundred
point Zero
Zero One

4000.010

Four
Thousand
point Zero
One

43.c N/A N/A

c)Earth work excavation , carrying , fitting & fixing of Soak well ring
and slab at proper position , earth filling , connection to the Litch pit
(using 100 mm PVC pipe) etc. all complete as per direction of the
Enginner in charge.

item 10.000 800.001

Eight
Hundred
point Zero
Zero One

8000.010

Eight
Thousand
point Zero
One

43.d N/A N/A
d)Filling of soak well bottom by local sand (min. F.M. 0.8 & 75 mm
thick) and Brick chips (75 mm thick) with proper compaction etc. all
complete as per direction of the Engineer in Charge.

item 10.000 150.001

One
Hundred
and Fifty
point Zero
Zero One

1500.010

One
Thousand
Five
Hundred
point Zero
One

44.a N/A N/A (a) Supplying , fitting , fixing and placing plastic covered waste bin
(Medium Size) as per direction of Engineer in charge. Each 10.000 400.001

Four
Hundred
point Zero

4000.010

Four
Thousand
point Zero
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Zero One One

44.b N/A N/A (b) Supplying and placing of open waste plastic (RFL/Bengal/Partex)
basket (Jhuri) to be used in toilets. Each 30.000 60.001

Sixty point
Zero Zero
One

1800.030

One
Thousand
Eight
Hundred
point Zero
Three

45 N/A N/A Supply of water pot (RFL/Bengal/standard quality) as per direction of
Engineer in charge. Each 30.000 60.001

Sixty point
Zero Zero
One

1800.030

One
Thousand
Eight
Hundred
point Zero
Three

46 N/A N/A Supply of cleaning materials (Harpic/Finish/standard quality) 750 ml
each as per direction of Engineer in charge. Each 30.000 120.001

One
Hundred
and Twenty
point Zero
Zero One

3600.030

Three
Thousand
Six Hundred
point Zero
Three

47 N/A N/A Supply of cleaning brush (standard size and quality) as per direction of
Engineer in charge. Each 30.000 100.001

One
Hundred
point Zero
Zero One

3000.030

Three
Thousand
point Zero
Three

48 N/A N/A Supply of Bucket (RFL/Bengal/standard quality) as per direction of
Engineer in charge (Each 10 litre capacity). Each 10.000 200.001

Two
Hundred
point Zero
Zero One

2000.010

Two
Thousand
point Zero
One

49 N/A N/A Supplying a lock (2.5inch Tricle China , Brass colour or Pitol) to use in
the collapsible gate as per direction of the Engineer in charge. Each 10.000 300.011

Three
Hundred
point Zero
One One

3000.110

Three
Thousand
point One
One

50 N/A N/A Supplying and placing of Coconut Fiber Matress (4ftx10inch) to be
used on entrance stair step Each 10.000 500.001

Five
Hundred
point Zero
Zero One

5000.010

Five
Thousand
point Zero
One

51.a N/A N/A

CONCEALED CONDUIT WIRING Concealed conduit wiring supplying
, fixing & fitting etc. all complete for the following point looping at the
switch board with earth terminal including circuit wiring with 1C-2X1.5
sqmm PVC insulated cable (BYA) & 1.5 sqmm PVC insulated green /
white coloured ECC wire (BYA) through PVC conduit (Lira brand or
equivalent product of other reputed manufacturer) of minimum 25 mm
dia & 1.5 mm wall thickness 18 SWG GP sheet , switch board and pull
box with 3 mm thick ebonite sheet cover , 5 amps , piano switch ,
ceiling rose , fixing materials etc. as required ( all electrical contacts
shall be of brass / copper) mending the damages goods. (a) 20mm dia
, 1.5mm Thick PVC pipe for conceal conduting

m 100.000 70.001
Seventy
point Zero
Zero One

7000.100
Seven
Thousand
point One

51.b N/A N/A (b Double core insulated electric wire (3/20) ( Estern/BRB/Paradise)
for internal connection m 100.000 80.001

Eighty point
Zero Zero
One

8000.100
Eight
Thousand
point One

51.c N/A N/A (c) Light points including holder Point 50.000 100.001

One
Hundred
point Zero
Zero One

5000.050

Five
Thousand
point Zero
Five

51.d N/A N/A (d) 26 Watt. Energy Saver Bulb (Phillips/ Energy Pack) Point 50.000 250.001

Two
Hundred
and Fifty
point Zero
Zero One

12500.050

Twelve
Thousand
Five
Hundred
point Zero
Five

51.e N/A N/A (e) 2-pin 5 amp Socket point (outlet) with control switch on switch
board Point 10.000 150.001

One
Hundred
and Fifty
point Zero
Zero One

1500.010

One
Thousand
Five
Hundred
point Zero
One

52 N/A N/A

SP CIRCUIT BREAKER Supplying , fixing & fitting etc. all complete on
a prepared board 250V , 50 Hz , grade following single pole miniature
circuit breaker (SPMCB) having minimum breaking capacity 6 kA with
thermal over current and instantaneous electromagnetic short circuit
release provision with SPMCBs of AEG (Germany) Dorman Smith
(England) MEM (UK) , SIEMENS / USA/ Germany or equivalent
approved by the Engineering in charge5 Amps

Nos 10.000 900.001

Nine
Hundred
point Zero
Zero One

9000.010

Nine
Thousand
point Zero
One

53 N/A N/A

GANG SWITCH Supplying , fixing & fitting etc. all complete using 250
volts. 5 amps (minimum) concealed type following switch / switch
socket mounted on required size 18 SWG galvanized plain sheet
board of 76.2 mm (3inch) depth all electrical contact shall be brass /
copper gang switch of following brand & country of origin. (MK
England or equivalent product of GERMANY / USA / FRANCE /
JAPAN / ITALY / SWEDEN / SWITZERLAND / or equivalent approved
by the Engineering in charge. 4 Gang switch

Each 10.000 600.001

Six
Hundred
point Zero
Zero One

6000.010

Six
Thousand
point Zero
One
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54 N/A N/A

Supply and wiring Electric wire (20) ( Estern/BRB/Equivalent) for
connection with electric service from existing Main board to SDB
including trial operation and commissioning etc. all complete as per as
per standard practice and accepted by the Engineer in charge.

m 75.000 180.001

One
Hundred
and Eighty
point Zero
Zero One

13500.075

Thirteen
Thousand
Five
Hundred
point Zero
Seven Five

55 N/A N/A

Transportation of all kinds of necessary materials including tube well
materials , equipment , tools and plants , casing pipe to the work site ,
construction of derrick and dismantling the same , cleaning the site
after completion of the work as per specification & direction of the
Engineer in charge.

No. 5.000 4000.001

Four
Thousand
point Zero
Zero One

20000.005

Twenty
Thousand
point Zero
Zero Five

56.a N/A N/A

Boring by water jet method or any adequate/easy method to install 75
mm-38 mm dia. shallow shrowded Tube well to get Iron free
(maximum allowable limit 1 mg/l) water includes supplying of GI boring
pipe , associated materials & equipment to boring , collection of soil
sample an interval of 3m in a white polythene bag/wooden
compartmental box including preparation of bore log in the field and
supplying and installation of GI pipe , uPVC pipe , Robo screen (2
meter long , slot opening 10) , sand trap , solvent cement . socket
adapter etc. (all according to BS-3505 , 1968) to the boring site and
done the installation completely as stated below as per direction of
Engineer-in-charge. (This item Includes supplying and installation of all
material with cost , labour charge , carrying charge with VAT & Tax &
profit) a) From 0.0 m to 0.5 m GI Pipe , 75 mm dia. & thickness 6 mm

m 2.500 1500.001

One
Thousand
Five
Hundred
point Zero
Zero One

3750.003

Three
Thousand
Seven
Hundred and
Fifty point
Zero Zero
Three

56.b N/A N/A b) From 0.5 m to 40 m (75 mm dia. uPVC Pipe class `D' ) m 197.500 500.001

Five
Hundred
point Zero
Zero One

98750.198

Ninety-Eight
Thousand
Seven
Hundred and
Fifty point
One Nine
Eight

56.c N/A N/A c)From 40 m to 80 m ( 38 mm dia. uPVC Pipe class `D' ) m 200.000 450.001

Four
Hundred
and Fifty
point Zero
Zero One

90000.200
Ninety
Thousand
point Two

56.d N/A N/A d)From 80 m to 120 m ( 38 mm dia. uPVC Pipe class `D') m 200.000 350.001

Three
Hundred
and Fifty
point Zero
Zero One

70000.200
Seventy
Thousand
point Two

56.e N/A N/A e)From 120 m to 160 m ( 38 mm dia. uPVC Pipe class `D' ) m 200.000 250.001

Two
Hundred
and Fifty
point Zero
Zero One

50000.200
Fifty
Thousand
point Two

56.f N/A N/A e)From 160 m to 200 m ( 38 mm dia. uPVC Pipe class `D' ) m 200.000 200.001

Two
Hundred
point Zero
Zero One

40000.200
Forty
Thousand
point Two

56.g N/A N/A g)PVC reducer (75 mm dia. To 38 mm dia. D class `D') no 5.000 200.001

Two
Hundred
point Zero
Zero One

1000.005

One
Thousand
point Zero
Zero Five

56.h N/A N/A h)Robo screen uPVC (38mm dia. Class `E' ) m 30.000 200.001

Two
Hundred
point Zero
Zero One

6000.030

Six
Thousand
point Zero
Three

56.i N/A N/A

i)Sand trap-class ftDft BS-3505 , 1968 , 1.00m long 38 mm dia.
including PVC end cap in one end and socket in another end with
fitting and fixing in proper position etc. all complete as per
specifications and direction of the Engineer in Charge.

no. 5.000 150.001

One
Hundred
and Fifty
point Zero
Zero One

750.005

Seven
Hundred and
Fifty point
Zero Zero
Five

57 N/A N/A
Complete development of the tube well by mechanical pump to obtain
sand & turbidity free water at a satisfactory yield , etc. all complete as
per specifications and direction of the Engineer in Charge.

LS 5.000 1000.001

One
Thousand
point Zero
Zero One

5000.005

Five
Thousand
point Zero
Zero Five

58 N/A N/A

Preparation and making shrowded by coarse sand/sylhet sand (FM
greater than 2.5) around the tube well fixtures with supply of designed
graded pea gravels free from any substance harmful to pipe and
health confirmed by test including seiving , washing etc.all complete as
per specifications and direction of the Engineer in charge.

m3 1.250 2700.001

Two
Thousand
Seven
Hundred
point Zero
Zero One

3375.001

Three
Thousand
Three
Hundred and
Seventy-Five
point Zero
Zero One

59.a N/A N/A

(a) Submersible Pump (Gazi/RFL/Partex) premium quality with two
years guarantee , delivery 25 mm dia.) to draw water at roof tank from
TW , capacity 1.0 horse power as per standard specification , carrying
, fitting & fixing (by 10 no. G.I./14 no. Copper wire) within TW and
suction & delivery pipe , commissioning etc. all complete as per
specifications and direction of the Engineer in charge.

each 5.000 15000.001

Fifteen
Thousand
point Zero
Zero One

75000.005

Seventy-Five
Thousand
point Zero
Zero Five
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59.b N/A N/A

(b) Protection for Submersible Pump by making 2ft-4inch(Outside
Length) x2ft-4inch(Outside Width) x 1ft-6inch (Height) by making
125mm brick wall supported on single layer 250mm brick wall.
Constructed Masonry Box to be covered by 75mm slab on top.
Outside of the box requires to be plastered. All complete as per
instruction and direction of the Engineer in Charge.

LS 5.000 2000.001

Two
Thousand
point Zero
Zero One

10000.005

Ten
Thousand
point Zero
Zero Five

60 N/A N/A

Supplying , fitting and fixing Special grade/thread uPVC pipe ( ftEft
classall according to BS-3505 , 1968) 25 mm dia as column pipe each
3.0 m long having one end socket and another threaded etc. using
necessary Teefts , bends , L-bows and sockets and fitted in position
with all necessary accessoriese etc. all complete as per as per
standard practice and accepted by the Engineer in charge. .

m 125.000 90.001
Ninety
point Zero
Zero One

11250.125

Eleven
Thousand
Two
Hundred and
Fifty point
One Two
Five

61 N/A N/A

Food-grade plastic internal mini water tank (Gazi/RFL/Padma) for
emergency storage and supply of water 1000 liters capacity
manufactured from liner low density polythylene (ILDPE) roto grade
(ultra violet) established which complies FDA(Federal Department of
Agriculture , USA) (Fazi)/regulations 21 CFR 1277 , 152 having food
grade quality where no recycled materials is used , union socket ,
bend nipple , over flow pipe and all accessories need for fitting & fixing
in roof position , carrying & lifting to the site & position as per direction
of Engineer in charge.

Each 5.000 13300.001

Thirteen
Thousand
Three
Hundred
point Zero
Zero One

66500.005

Sixty-Six
Thousand
Five
Hundred
point Zero
Zero Five

62 N/A N/A

Supplying and fitting , fixing a flunge of 100 mm dia. and 4 mm thick
M.S plate having one hole for easy setting of 25 mm dia. uPVC suction
pipe and for pump cable and copper heavy wire etc. all complete as
per requirement and accepted by the Engineer in charge.

no. 5.000 500.001

Five
Hundred
point Zero
Zero One

2500.005

Two
Thousand
Five
Hundred
point Zero
Zero Five

63.a N/A N/A

Electric Surface wiring for the following points looping at the switch
board with earth terminal including circuit wiring with 2c-1.5 sq.mm
PVC insulated and sheathed cable (BYFYE) with PVC batten
complete with 18 SWG GP Sheet switch board with 3 mm thick
ebonite sheet cover , 5 amps. wall switch , socket etc. including fixing
materials , others accessories etc. all complete as per specifications
and direction of the Engineer in charge.a) Combined socket supply
and installation

no. 5.000 800.001

Eight
Hundred
point Zero
Zero One

4000.005

Four
Thousand
point Zero
Zero Five

63.b N/A N/A b) Circuit breaker 5 amps. each 5.000 400.001

Four
Hundred
point Zero
Zero One

2000.005

Two
Thousand
point Zero
Zero Five

64 N/A N/A

Making sanitary seal 600 mm X 600 mm X 150 mm with mass
concrete (1:2:4) with Sand (F.M. 1.8) and picked jhama chips including
breaking chips , screening , mixing , laying , compacting to levels and
curing for at least 14 daysetc. all complete in/c as per direction of
Engineer-in-charge.

m 0.400 8000.001

Eight
Thousand
point Zero
Zero One

3200.000

Three
Thousand
Two
Hundred

65.a N/A N/A

Making plumbing line with special grade / thread uPVC pipe ftEft class
all according to BS-3505 , 1968 including supplying necessary clamps
, screws , royal plug , El-bow , bends , Tees etc. all complete as per
specifications and direction of the Engineer in charge. a)25 mm dia.

m 30.000 65.001
Sixty-Five
point Zero
Zero One

1950.030

One
Thousand
Nine
Hundred and
Fifty point
Zero Three

65.b N/A N/A b)19 mm dia. m 100.000 70.001
Seventy
point Zero
Zero One

7000.100
Seven
Thousand
point One

66 N/A N/A
Supplying , fitting and fixing best quality G.I. gate valve with sealant
etc. complete approved and accepted by the Engineer in charge. 25
mm brass gate valve

Nos. 5.000 500.001

Five
Hundred
point Zero
Zero One

2500.005

Two
Thousand
Five
Hundred
point Zero
Zero Five

67 N/A N/A

Inscribing (writing) the name of the Project and other necessary
information in English on outside front face of the WASH Block with
approved quality Marble stone (Italian Karaka , special quality) , size
12inchx18inch , Thickness 15mm , color white and others according to
the direction of the Engineer-in-charge.

Item 10.000 1800.001

One
Thousand
Eight
Hundred
point Zero
Zero One

18000.010

Eighteen
Thousand
point Zero
One

Grand
Total: 6608374.024

Sixty-Six
Lakh Eight
Thousand
Three
Hundred and
Seventy-
Four point
Zero Two
Four

* Note: All applicable taxes, custom duties, VAT and other levies payable by the Contractor under the Contract shall be included in the unit prices submitted by the
Tenderer.

This Section 6. Bill of Quantities is Electronically Signed by Mr. Manik Das on behalf of M/S. M. C. ENTERPRISE
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M/S. Raloe Construction

Section 6. Bill of Quantities

Bill of Quantities

Bill of Quantities

Item
No Group Item

Code DESCRIPTION UNIT QNTY

Unit
Price (In
figures:

BDT)

Unit Price
(In words:

BDT)

Total Price
(In figures:

BDT)

Total
Price (In
words:
BDT)

1 N/A N/A

Perform soil test and submission of sub-soil investigation report as
per following specifications and instructions of Engineer in charge. (All
cost included Mobilization & demobilization of materials required for
permorming tests at different primary schools under the
package.a)The soil test must be performed by a reputated/standard
exploratory farm (to be approved by concern Procuring Entity) and the
submitted report duly signed by competent/authorised
engineer.b)Exploratory borings and/ or by CPT , DCP etc. collecting
and necessary testing of samples in numbers as required for
Stratification of Layers , physical parameters of soils like- Atterberg
limits , Specific Gravity , Gain size distribution(by wet seive ,
Hydrometer if required) , shrinkage & swelling , Settlement ; C -Fy
values and other Strength parameters to ascertain Bearing Capacity ,
Skin friction , End bearings etc at layers of interest as per respective
National/International standards.c)Preparation of Standard sub-soil
investigation Report (2 sets) containing necessary Tables & Graphs
prepared from the collected data and information of soil sample.d)
Minimum 2 bore-holes for each school up to depth 0m to 20m will be
required.e)The test must be performed in presence of the reprentative
of DPHE (AE/SAE) , representative of Primary school (Head
teacher/Asstt. Teacher) and the report must be signed by them.

Each
School 5.000 23987.001

Twenty-
Three
Thousand
Nine
Hundred and
Eighty-
Seven point
Zero Zero
One

119935.005

One Lakh
Nineteen
Thousand
Nine
Hundred
and Thirty-
Five point
Zero Zero
Five

2.a N/A N/A

Mobilization, transportation and de-mobilization of equipment and
accessories including arrangement of water,electricity etc.all complete
after completion of work cleaning, leveling and dressing of the site as
per direction of Engineer in charge.

LS 5.000 6196.001

Six
Thousand
One
Hundred and
Ninety-Six
point Zero
Zero One

30980.005

Thirty
Thousand
Nine
Hundred
and Eighty
point Zero
Zero Five

2.b N/A N/A

Providing Site preparation , cleaning , Layout and demarcating lines ,
existing ground level (EGL) , formation ground level (FGL) , highest
flood level (HFL) , plinth level (PL). Setting and marking all pillars ,
markers , pegs etc. showing and maintaining reduced levels (RLs)
including locating , establishing , protecting all public utilities within
the premise of work and finally all to be presented in black and white
etc. all complete as per direction of the E-I-C.

LS 5.000 3375.001

Three
Thousand
Three
Hundred and
Seventy-
Five point
Zero Zero
One

16875.005

Sixteen
Thousand
Eight
Hundred
and
Seventy-
Five point
Zero Zero
Five

3 N/A N/A

Earth work in excavation in all kinds of soil for foundation trenches
including layout, providing center lines, bench-mark pillars, leveling,
ramming and preparing the base, fixing bamboo spikes & making
layout with chalk powder providing necessary tools and plants,
protecting and maintaining the trench dry etc., stacking, cleaning the
excavated earth at a safe distance out of the area enclosed by the
layout etc. All complete and accepted by the Engineer, subject to
submit method statement of carrying out cxcavation work to the
Engineer for approval. However, Engineer`s approval shall not relieve
the contractor of his responsibilities and obigations under the
contract.Earthwork in excavation in foundation trenches any depth
and maximum 10m lead: in all type of soil.

m3 333.860 84.001
Eighty-Four
point Zero
Zero One

28044.574

Twenty-
Eight
Thousand
AND Forty-
Four point
Five Seven
Four

4 N/A N/A

Earth filling in foundation trenches in 150mm layer with earth
available within 90m of the building site watering , leveling and
consolidating each layer upto finished level as per direction of
Engineer in charge.

m3 111.300 102.001

One
Hundred and
Two point
Zero Zero
One

11352.711

Eleven
Thousand
Three
Hundred
and Fifty-
Two point
Seven One
One

5 N/A N/A

Sand filling in foundation trenches and plinth with sand having F.M.1.2
in 150 mm layers including leveling , watering and compaction to
achieve minimum dry density of 90% with optimum moisture content
(Modified proctor test) by ramming each layer up to finished level as
per design supplied by the design office only etc. all complete and
accepted by the Engineer in charge.

m3 199.900 938.001

Nine
Hundred and
Thirty-Eight
point Zero
Zero One

187506.400

One Lakh
Eighty-
Seven
Thousand
Five
Hundred
and Six
point Four

6 N/A N/A

One layer of brick flat soling in foundation , Leach pit , Inspection pit
or in floor with 1st class bricks in/c preparation of bed and filling the
interstices with local sand , leveling in/c the supply of water ,
electricity and other charges and costs of tools and plants as per
direction of Engineer in charge.

m2 344.390 319.001

Three
Hundred and
Nineteen
point Zero
Zero One

109860.754

One Lakh
Nine
Thousand
Eight
Hundred
and Sixty
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point Seven
Five Four

7 N/A N/A
Supplying and laying of single layer polythene sheet weighing one
kilogram per 6.5 square meter in all respect as per direction of the
Engineer in charge.

m2 344.390 30.001
Thirty point
Zero Zero
One

10332.044

Ten
Thousand
Three
Hundred
and Thirty-
Two point
Zero Four
Four

8 N/A N/A

Mass concrete (1:2:4) in floor with cement Sand (F.M. 2.0) and picked
jhama chips including breaking chips , screening , mixing , laying ,
compacting to levels and curing for at least 7 days in/c the supply of
water , electricity and other charges and costs of tools and plants etc.
all complete in/c as per direction of Engineer in charge.

m3 25.000 5687.001

Five
Thousand
Six Hundred
and Eighty-
Seven point
Zero Zero
One

142175.025

One Lakh
Forty-Two
Thousand
One
Hundred
and
Seventy-
Five point
Zero Two
Five

9 N/A N/A

250 mm & above thick brick work with 1st class bricks in cement
morter (1:5)with Sand (F.M. 1.8) for foundation , plinth and
superstructure and Leach pit filling the interistices fully with morter
and soaking the bricks at least for 24 hours before use and curing at
least for 7 days etc.all complete as per direction of the Engineer in
charge.

m3 109.400 5411.001

Five
Thousand
Four
Hundred and
Eleven point
Zero Zero
One

591963.509

Five Lakh
Ninety-One
Thousand
Nine
Hundred
and Sixty-
Three point
Five Zero
Nine

10 N/A N/A

125mm brick works with first class bricks in cement sand (FM 1.8)
mortar (1:4) and making bond with connected walls including
necessary scaffolding , raking out joints , cleaning and soaking the
bricks for at least 24 hours before use and washing of sand curing at
least for 7 days in all floors including cost of water , electricity and
other charges etc. all complete and accepted by the Engineer in
charge.

m2 377.650 753.001

Seven
Hundred and
Fifty-Three
point Zero
Zero One

284370.828

Two Lakh
Eighty-Four
Thousand
Three
Hundred
and Seventy
point Eight
Two Eight

11 N/A N/A

Supplying , fitting and fixing homogeneous floor tiles (local made) (
RAK/FU-WANG /AKIJ) with cement sand (F.M 1.8) mortar (1:3) base
and raking out the joints with white cement including cutting and
laying the tiles in proper way and finishing with care etc. all complete
and accepted by the Engineer in charge. Homogeneous 300 x 300
mm floor tiles

m2 169.900 1309.001

One
Thousand
Three
Hundred and
Nine point
Zero Zero
One

222399.270

Two Lakh
Twenty-Two
Thousand
Three
Hundred
and Ninety-
Nine point
Two Seven

12 N/A N/A

Supplying , fitting and fixing wall tiles (local made) ( RAK/FU-WANG
/AKIJ) with on 20 mm thick cement sand (F.M. 1.2) mortar (1:3) base
and raking out the joints with white cement including cutting , laying
and hire charge of machine and finishing with care etc. including
water , electricity and other charges complete all respect accepted by
the Engineer in charge.. Coloured wall tiles of 200 X 300 mm size
(3ft-0 inch ht.)

m2 240.940 1107.001

One
Thousand
One
Hundred and
Seven point
Zero Zero
One

266720.821

Two Lakh
Sixty-Six
Thousand
Seven
Hundred
and Twenty
point Eight
Two One

13 N/A N/A

Minimum 12mm thick cement sand (F.M. 1.5) Plaster (1:6) having with
fresh cement to wall both inner-and outer surface , finishing the
corner and edges including washing of sand cleaning the surface ,
scaffolding and curing at least for 7 days , cost of water , electricity
and other charges etc. all complete in all respect as per drawing and
accepted by the Engineer in charge.

m2 892.800 191.001

One
Hundred and
Ninety-One
point Zero
Zero One

170525.693

One Lakh
Seventy
Thousand
Five
Hundred
and Twenty-
Five point
Six Nine
Three

14 N/A N/A

Minimum 12mm thick cement plaster (1:4) with NCF having cement
fineness min 2800cm2/g , initial setting time min 45 minutes , final
setting time max 375 minutes , gypsum <3% mixed with clinker , free
from ash & any other foreign materials to give a minimum cylinder
crushing strength of 19Mpa for 7 (seven) days concrete from a
machine mixed typical batch with fresh cement (conforming to BDS
232) to dado and plinth wall upto 150mm below ground level with neat
cement finishing in/c washing of sand , finishing the edges and
corners and curing at least for 7 days , cost of water , electricity &
other charges etc. all complete in all respect as per drawing and
direction of the Engineer in charge.

m2 410.250 219.001

Two
Hundred and
Nineteen
point Zero
Zero One

89845.160

Eighty-Nine
Thousand
Eight
Hundred
and Forty-
Five point
One Six

15 N/A N/A

Minimum 6 mm thick cement sand (F.M 1.5) plaster (1:4) with fresh
cement to ceiling R.C.C. columns , beams , surface of stair case ,
sunshades , cornices , railings , drop wall , louvers , fins and finishing
the corners and edges including washing of sand cleaning the surface
, scaffolding and curing at least for 7 days , cost of water , electricity
and other charges etc. all complete in all respect as per drawing and
accepted by the Engineer in charge.

m2 356.050 165.001

One
Hundred and
Sixty-Five
point Zero
Zero One

58748.606

Fifty-Eight
Thousand
Seven
Hundred
and Forty-
Eight point
Six Zero Six

16.a N/A N/A

Reinforced cement concrete works using steel shutter with minimum
cement content relates to mix ratio 1:1.5:3 having minimum f 'cr = 26
Mpa, and satisfying a specified compressive strength f 'c = 21 Mpa at
28 days on standard cylinders as per standard practice of Code

m3 107.500 7183.001

Seven
Thousand
One
Hundred and

772172.608

Seven Lakh
Seventy-
Two
Thousand
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ACI/BNBC/ASTM & Cement conforming to BDS EN-197-1- CEM1,
52.5N (52.5MPa) / ASTM-C 150 Type ? I, best quality Sylhet sand or
coarse sand [F.M. 2.2] and 20 mm down well graded picked jhama
brick chips conforming to ASTM C-33, including breaking chips and
screening, making, placing shutter in position and maintaining true to
plumb, making shutter water-tight properly, placing reinforcement in
position; mixing in standard mixer machine with hoper and fed by
standard measuring boxes, casting in forms, compacting by vibrator
machine and curing at least for 28 days, removing centering-
shuttering after specified time approved; including cost of water,
electricity, additional testing charges of materials and cylinders
required by engineer, other charges etc. all complete approved and
accepted by the Engineer. (Rate is excluding the cost of
reinforcement and its fabrication, placing and binding etc) all complete
in all respect as per drawing and accepted by the Engineer in charge.
1:1.5:3 concrete for casting footing, grade beam, lintel ,column,beam
and slab etc.

Eighty-Three
point Zero
Zero One

One
Hundred and
Seventy-Two
point Six
Zero Eight

16.b N/A N/A Steel Formwork/shuttering , steel prop and necessary steel supports
etc. m2 914.550 343.001

Three
Hundred and
Forty-Three
point Zero
Zero One

313691.565

Three Lakh
Thirteen
Thousand
Six Hundred
and Ninety-
One point
Five Six Five

17 N/A N/A

Supplying , fabrication , and fixing to details as per design : Rabbed
or Deformed Bar Reinforcement for Reinforced Cement Concrete ,
produced and marked in accordance with BDS ISO 6935 - 2: 2006 (or
standard subsequently released from BSTI) including straightening
and cleaning rust , if any , bending and binding in position with supply
of G.l. wires , splices of laps what so ever etc. complete in all respects
and accepted by the Engineer. (Measurement shall be recorded only
on Standard Mass per Unit length of Bars , while , dia of bars exceeds
its standard)Grade 400 ( RB 400 : complying BDS ISO 6935-2:2006)
ribbed or deformed bar produced and marked according to
Bangladesh Standard with minimum yield strength , fy (ReH)=
400MPa , but fy not exceeding 418MPa and what ever is the yield
strength within allowable limit as per BNBC sec 8.3.3.5/ACI 318-11
sec 21.1.5.2 , the ratio of ultimate tensile strength fu to yield strength
fy , shall be at least 1.25 and minimum elongation after fracture and
minimum tatal elongation at maximum froce is 17% and 8%
respectively.

KG 12900.000 76.001
Seventy-Six
point Zero
Zero One

980412.900

Nine Lakh
Eighty
Thousand
Four
Hundred
and Twelve
point Nine

18 N/A N/A

Manufacturing , supplying , fitting&fixing colllapsible gate of any
design & shape made of 3/4inchx3/4inchx1/8inch channel placed @
112mm c/c vertically connecting the same with each other by
20x3mm flat bar scissors 600mm long provided in 3 rows including
cutting the different M.S members to requred sizes fabricating ,
welding , riveting with requred size rivets , providing required size
wheels , pulling handles on both sides suitable locking arrangement ,
electrodes , grease and finally placing the same in position in
between 2 Nos.50x50x6 mm M.S Tee rail made by welding 2
Nos.50x6 mm M.S flat bar fitted and fixed at top and bottom with
R.C.C lintel and side wall with required Nos.150mm to 225 mm long
38x6 mm M.S flat bar clamps one one end welded with the gate
member and other end bifurcated embedded in C.C at pouring
concrete (1:2:4) into the holes and finishing etccomplete , painting 2
coats with approved best quality synthetic anamel paint over a coat of
anticorrosive painting , both end carriage , including greasing ,
electrodes , curing etc.completes as per drawing and design and
accepted by engineer

m2 13.000 3177.001

Three
Thousand
One
Hundred and
Seventy-
Seven point
Zero Zero
One

41301.013

Forty-One
Thousand
Three
Hundred
and One
point Zero
One Three

19 N/A N/A

Supplying , fitting and fixing M.S. door shutter made with 38 x 38 x 6
mm angle outer frame , inner member 25x 6mm F.I.bar , cladding with
16 BWG M.S sheet , hinged with 50 X 50 X 6 mm M.S. angle
Chowkat etc.complete in all respect as per design and direction of the
Engineer in charge.

m2 65.000 5180.001

Five
Thousand
One
Hundred and
Eighty point
Zero Zero
One

336700.065

Three Lakh
Thirty-Six
Thousand
Seven
Hundred
point Zero
Six Five

20 N/A N/A
Supplying , fitting and fixing 38 mm dia stainless steel pipe for Hand
Rail including cutting , bending , finishing etc. all complete as per
direction of Engineer in charge.

RM 24.400 315.001

Three
Hundred and
Fifteen point
Zero Zero
One

7686.024

Seven
Thousand
Six Hundred
and Eighty-
Six point
Zero Two
Four

21 N/A N/A

Supplying , fitting and fixing high window grill as per design made of
mild steel F.I section (20 mm x 3 mm) with outer frame of (25 mm x 6
mm) F.I bar , fabricating , welding , cost of electricity , workshop
charges , carriage , fixing with pre-placed clamps in walls , all
necessary tools and plants as per design , drawing , specifications
and direction of the Engineer in charge.

m2 50.650 1573.001

One
Thousand
Five
Hundred and
Seventy-
Three point
Zero Zero
One

79672.501

Seventy-
Nine
Thousand
Six Hundred
and
Seventy-
Two point
Five Zero
One

22 N/A N/A

Painting with plastic emulsion paint of best quality and approved
colour in a seal container from authorized manufacturer. Applying
each coat and successive coat is to be applied as per manufacturer
special procedure , to wall and ceiling in two coats over a coat of

m2 555.850 213.001

Two
Hundred and
Thirteen
point Zero

118396.606

One Lakh
Eighteen
Thousand
Three
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priming coat of water sealer and ready mixed putty of approved
brand. It applied on sand papered and cleaned surface and after
drying applied sealer coat , 2 coats of ready mixed wall putty of
approved brand , each coat dried and smoothened by sand papering.
Applying plastic emulsion paint one vertical and one horizontal coat
for each coat and successive coat is to be applied after drying up of
previous coat by brush/roller/spray in/c cleaning the plinth , floors ,
doors , windows , portions and ventilators by washing , rubbing , as
necessary and sand papering the surface and necessary scaffolding ,
etc. curing for the requisite period etc. all complete for all floors i/c
cost of all materials as per direction of the E-I-C. (BERGER/RAK
/ELITE)

Zero One

Hundred and
Ninety-Six
point Six
Zero Six

23 N/A N/A

Painting to door and window frames , grills , shutters and rain water
down pipes with two coats of Synthetic Enamel Paint of light Grey
colour (BERGER/RAK/ELITE)over a coat of priming including
cleaning finishing and polishing with sand paper and necessary
scaffolding etc.complete as per direction of the Engineer in charge.

m2 366.200 164.001

One
Hundred and
Sixty-Four
point Zero
Zero One

60057.166

Sixty
Thousand
AND Fifty-
Seven point
One Six Six

24 N/A N/A

38 mm thick artificial patent stone (1:1.5:3) flooring with cement, best
quality coarse sand (50% quantity of Sylhet sand or coarse sand of
equivalent F.M. 2.2 and 50% best local sand of FM 1.2) and 12 mm
down well graded stone chips, laying the concrete in alternate panels,
compacting and finishing the top with neat cement and curing at least
7 days in all floors including cost of water, electricity and other
charges etc. all complete and accepted by the Engineer.(Cement:
CEM-II/A-M)In ground floor

m2 204.500 485.001

Four
Hundred and
Eighty-Five
point Zero
Zero One

99182.705

Ninety-Nine
Thousand
One
Hundred
and Eighty-
Two point
Seven Zero
Five

25 N/A N/A

On exterior surface applying as per manufacturer instruction specific
coat of weather coat of approved qualityand colour delivered from
authorized local agent of the manufacturer in a sealed container.
Applying one vertical and one horizontal coat for each coat and
successive coat is to be applied after drying up of previous coat by
brush/roller/spray in/c cleaning , washing , rubbing , as necessary and
sand papering the surface and necessary scaffolding , etc. all
complete for all floors i/c cost of all materials as per direction of the
E-I-C. (BERGER/RAK/ELITE)

m2 389.700 231.001

Two
Hundred and
Thirty-One
point Zero
Zero One

90021.090

Ninety
Thousand
AND
Twenty-One
point Zero
Nine

26 N/A N/A

Apron of 300mm widthover one layer of brick flat soling. The surface
having minimum 12mm thick cement sand (F.M.12) plaster (1.3) and
net cement finiching with curing at sand (F.M 0.8) consolidating and
dressing cost of water , electricity , other charges etc.all complete as
per d and accepet by the Engineer in charge.

m2 44.000 748.001

Seven
Hundred and
Forty-Eight
point Zero
Zero One

32912.044

Thirty-Two
Thousand
Nine
Hundred
and Twelve
point Zero
Four Four

27 N/A N/A

Plaster rule pointing works 250mmx75mm size as brick shape by
10mmx10mm grove on outside wall over minimum 12mm thick
cement plaster (1:6) with Portland Composite cement (CEM II/AM ,
42.5N) , best quality sand (minimum FM1.2) , finishing the corners
and edges including washing of sand , cleaning the surfaces.
caffolding and curing for requisite period etc. all complete as per
drawing and direction of the E-I-C.

m2 140.450 259.001

Two
Hundred and
Fifty-Nine
point Zero
Zero One

36376.690

Thirty-Six
Thousand
Three
Hundred
and
Seventy-Six
point Six
Nine

28 N/A N/A

Supplying , fitting and fixing Bangladesh pattern , 570mm x 445mm x
290mm long pan with foot-rest , approx 12 kg by weight , made of
Vitreous China and preparing the base of pan with cement motor (1:4)
and with wire net of rods , if necessary in all floor including making
holes wherever required and mending good the damages and fitting ,
fixing , finishing etc. complete with all necessary fittings and
connection approved and accepted by the Engineer-in-Charge. White
(RAK/STELLA)

Each 20.000 1711.001

One
Thousand
Seven
Hundred and
Eleven point
Zero Zero
One

34220.020

Thirty-Four
Thousand
Two
Hundred
and Twenty
point Zero
Two

29 N/A N/A

Supplying , fitting and fixing of European type Porcelin Low Down
(RAK/STELLA) having a capacity of 8 litre and size
13inchx7inchx14inch each. The Lowdowns to be installed in toilet
walls having long pans in it by nut bolts and angle clamps of thickness
not lesser than 6mm. The work includes 1.25inch pvc pipe to be
connected to Pan including making holes whereever required and
mending good the damages and fitting , fixing , finishing etc. All
complete as per direction and instruction by the Engineer-in-
Charge.Color: White

Each 20.000 2700.001

Two
Thousand
Seven
Hundred
point Zero
Zero One

54000.020

Fifty-Four
Thousand
point Zero
Two

30 N/A N/A

Supplying , fitting and fixing Eropean type glazed porcelain Combi
closet , in/c plastic seat cover , cystern system preparing the base
with cement concrete and with wire mesh or rods if necessary , in all
floores including making holes wherever required and mending good
the damages and fitting fixing , finishing etc. complrte with all
necessary fittings and connection approved and accepted by the
Engineer. Standard STELLA/RAK/COTTO White , Item No.
115A/415A , 700 x 410 x 795mm31.5

Each 10.000 6517.001

Six
Thousand
Five
Hundred and
Seventeen
point Zero
Zero One

65170.010

Sixty-Five
Thousand
One
Hundred
and Seventy
point Zero
One

31 N/A N/A

Supplying , fitting and fixing glazed vitreous china flat or squatting
urinal 610 x 375 x 85 mm size , approx. 14 kg by weightwith flushing
intel in cement mortal (1:4) with painted cast iron body , one gallon
capacity , automatic flushing cistem in each group etc. including
12mm brass controlling velve 32 mm dia PVC flush pipebrass
controlling 12mm dia plastic lead (connection) pipe including making
goods the drams with 1:4 cement morter etc. all complete approved
and accepted by the Engineer-in-Charge.White (RAK/STELLA)

Each 10.000 1345.001

One
Thousand
Three
Hundred and
Forty-Five
point Zero
Zero One

13450.010

Thirteen
Thousand
Four
Hundred
and Fifty
point Zero
One
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32 N/A N/A

Supplying , glazed vitreous Wash Basin 595 x 430 x 190 mm size ,
approx. 10.4 kg by weight with Padastal including fitting , fixing the
same in position with heavy type C.I. Brackets. 30 mm dia PVC waste
water pipe with brass coupling (not exceding 750 mm in length) , 12
mm plastic lead (connection) pipe with brass coupling , basin waste
with chain plug including making holes in walls and floors and fitting
with wooden blocks , screws and mending good the damages ,
finishing etc. all complete approved and accepted by the Engineer-in-
Charge. White (RAK/STELLA)

Each 20.000 2877.001

Two
Thousand
Eight
Hundred and
Seventy-
Seven point
Zero Zero
One

57540.020

Fifty-Seven
Thousand
Five
Hundred
and Forty
point Zero
Two

33 N/A N/A
Supplying , fitting and fixing medium best qualiy CP Piller cock etc. all
complete as approved and accepted by the Engineer.12 mm CP
medium quality piller cock

Each 10.000 756.001

Seven
Hundred and
Fifty-Six
point Zero
Zero One

7560.010

Seven
Thousand
Five
Hundred
and Sixty
point Zero
One

34 N/A N/A
Supplying , fitting and fixing best quality faucets etc. complete
approved and accepted by the Engineer in charge.12 mm CP bib
cock.

Nos. 50.000 613.001

Six Hundred
and Thirteen
point Zero
Zero One

30650.050

Thirty
Thousand
Six Hundred
and Fifty
point Zero
Five

35 N/A N/A

Supplying , fitting and fixing Special/Fancy quality CP
concealed/Surface Angle stop cock etc. complete approved and
accepted by the Engineer in charge 12 mm CP surface mounted
angle stop cock (general)

Each 40.000 710.001

Seven
Hundred and
Ten point
Zero Zero
One

28400.040

Twenty-
Eight
Thousand
Four
Hundred
point Zero
Four

36 N/A N/A

Supplying fitting and fixing 100mm dia uPVCTrap (Siphon or ftPft
Trap) including making holes in walls and floors and mending good
the damages etc. all complete as per direction of the Engineer-in-
Charge.

Each 20.000 180.001

One
Hundred and
Eighty point
Zero Zero
One

3600.020

Three
Thousand
Six Hundred
point Zero
Two

37 N/A N/A

Supplying , fitting and fixing 125 mm dia C.I. Gratings in traps or in
drains with cement morter (1:4) including making holes in walls and
floors and mending good the damages etc. all complete as per
direction of the engineer-in-Charge.

Each 20.000 177.001

One
Hundred and
Seventy-
Seven point
Zero Zero
One

3540.020

Three
Thousand
Five
Hundred
and Forty
point Zero
Two

38 N/A N/A

Supplying , fitting and fixing of 450 x 350 mm size and 5 mm thick
unframed super quality mirror with hard boards at the back with all
necessary filling including making holes in walls and mending good
the damages with cement mortar (1:4) etc. all complete approved and
accepted by the Engineer-in-Charge. (Made in Japan or equivalent)

Each 10.000 558.001

Five
Hundred and
Fifty-Eight
point Zero
Zero One

5580.010

Five
Thousand
Five
Hundred
and Eighty
point Zero
One

39 N/A N/A

Supplying , fitting and fixing super quality 600 x 125 mm white glass
(plate) shelf having 5 mm thickness with fancy C.P. brackets , screws
and frames including making holes in walls and mending good the
damages with cement mortar (1:4) etc. all complete approved and
accepted by the Engineer-in-Charge.

Each 10.000 620.001

Six Hundred
and Twenty
point Zero
Zero One

6200.010

Six
Thousand
Two
Hundred
point Zero
One

40 N/A N/A

Supplying , fitting and laying up to depth of invert 100mm inside dia
best quality uPVC C-grade pressure soil pipe having specific gravity
1.3-1.45 , and other physical , chemical , thermal , fire resistivity
properties etc. as per BSTI approved manufacturer standards or
ASTM , BS/ISO/IS standards fitted and fixed in position with sockets ,
bends , with all accessories such as Round grating/domed roof
grating etc. all complete as per direction of the Engineer-in-Charge.
uPVC soil pipe 100 mm dia. wall thickness 2.7mm-3.4mm

RM 120.000 497.001

Four
Hundred and
Ninety-
Seven point
Zero Zero
One

59640.120

Fifty-Nine
Thousand
Six Hundred
and Forty
point One
Two

41 N/A N/A

Supplying 50 mm inside dia. upvc , waste and ventilation pipe each
piece having over length 1800 mm , thickness 6.5mm , spigot
diameter 80mm , weight min 12 kg fitted and fixed in position with
sockets thickness min 8.5 mm , internal depth min 68 mm , beadfts
outside diameter min 90 mm , ears flange length min 150 mm ,
caulking clearance min 10 mm produced in foundry grade pig iron as
per BSTI approved manufacturer standard fitting and fixing in position
including head and shoes bends made of minimun 20 mm x 3 mm F.I
bar or equivalent , trap , tee , offset , clamps and nils etc. complete in
all floors etc. all complete as per direction of the Engineer-in-Charge.

RM 30.000 401.001

Four
Hundred and
One point
Zero Zero
One

12030.030

Twelve
Thousand
AND Thirty
point Zero
Three

42 N/A N/A

Supplying , fitting and fixing standard size soap tray including making
holes in walls and mending good the damages with cement mortar
(1:4) etc. all complete approved and accepted by the Engineer-in-
Charge.CP soap tray

Each 30.000 189.001

One
Hundred and
Eighty-Nine
point Zero
Zero One

5670.030

Five
Thousand
Six Hundred
and Seventy
point Zero
Three

43.a N/A N/A

Construction of Two Soak well a)RCC Ring for Soak well (inner dia.
Of ring 750 mm , thickness 30 mm , height 300 mm , using 3-12 no.
MS wire ) all complete as per DPHE National Sanitation Project
design and as per direction of the Engineer in Charge.

Nos. 50.000 270.001

Two
Hundred and
Seventy
point Zero
Zero One

13500.050

Thirteen
Thousand
Five
Hundred
point Zero
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Five

43.b N/A N/A
b)RCC Slab for Soak well (dia. 900 mm , thickness 38 mm , using 10
no. MS wire of 0.65 kg) all complete as per DPHE National Sanitation
Project design and as per direction of the Engineer in Charge.

Nos. 10.000 360.001

Three
Hundred and
Sixty point
Zero Zero
One

3600.010

Three
Thousand
Six Hundred
point Zero
One

43.c N/A N/A

c)Earth work excavation , carrying , fitting & fixing of Soak well ring
and slab at proper position , earth filling , connection to the Litch pit
(using 100 mm PVC pipe) etc. all complete as per direction of the
Enginner in charge.

item 10.000 720.001

Seven
Hundred and
Twenty point
Zero Zero
One

7200.010

Seven
Thousand
Two
Hundred
point Zero
One

43.d N/A N/A
d)Filling of soak well bottom by local sand (min. F.M. 0.8 & 75 mm
thick) and Brick chips (75 mm thick) with proper compaction etc. all
complete as per direction of the Engineer in Charge.

item 10.000 135.001

One
Hundred and
Thirty-Five
point Zero
Zero One

1350.010

One
Thousand
Three
Hundred
and Fifty
point Zero
One

44.a N/A N/A (a) Supplying , fitting , fixing and placing plastic covered waste bin
(Medium Size) as per direction of Engineer in charge. Each 10.000 360.001

Three
Hundred and
Sixty point
Zero Zero
One

3600.010

Three
Thousand
Six Hundred
point Zero
One

44.b N/A N/A (b) Supplying and placing of open waste plastic (RFL/Bengal/Partex)
basket (Jhuri) to be used in toilets. Each 30.000 54.001

Fifty-Four
point Zero
Zero One

1620.030

One
Thousand
Six Hundred
and Twenty
point Zero
Three

45 N/A N/A Supply of water pot (RFL/Bengal/standard quality) as per direction of
Engineer in charge. Each 30.000 54.001

Fifty-Four
point Zero
Zero One

1620.030

One
Thousand
Six Hundred
and Twenty
point Zero
Three

46 N/A N/A Supply of cleaning materials (Harpic/Finish/standard quality) 750 ml
each as per direction of Engineer in charge. Each 30.000 108.001

One
Hundred and
Eight point
Zero Zero
One

3240.030

Three
Thousand
Two
Hundred
and Forty
point Zero
Three

47 N/A N/A Supply of cleaning brush (standard size and quality) as per direction
of Engineer in charge. Each 30.000 90.001

Ninety point
Zero Zero
One

2700.030

Two
Thousand
Seven
Hundred
point Zero
Three

48 N/A N/A Supply of Bucket (RFL/Bengal/standard quality) as per direction of
Engineer in charge (Each 10 litre capacity). Each 10.000 180.001

One
Hundred and
Eighty point
Zero Zero
One

1800.010

One
Thousand
Eight
Hundred
point Zero
One

49 N/A N/A Supplying a lock (2.5inch Tricle China , Brass colour or Pitol) to use in
the collapsible gate as per direction of the Engineer in charge. Each 10.000 405.001

Four
Hundred and
Five point
Zero Zero
One

4050.010

Four
Thousand
AND Fifty
point Zero
One

50 N/A N/A Supplying and placing of Coconut Fiber Matress (4ftx10inch) to be
used on entrance stair step Each 10.000 450.001

Four
Hundred and
Fifty point
Zero Zero
One

4500.010

Four
Thousand
Five
Hundred
point Zero
One

51.a N/A N/A

CONCEALED CONDUIT WIRING Concealed conduit wiring
supplying , fixing & fitting etc. all complete for the following point
looping at the switch board with earth terminal including circuit wiring
with 1C-2X1.5 sqmm PVC insulated cable (BYA) & 1.5 sqmm PVC
insulated green / white coloured ECC wire (BYA) through PVC
conduit (Lira brand or equivalent product of other reputed
manufacturer) of minimum 25 mm dia & 1.5 mm wall thickness 18
SWG GP sheet , switch board and pull box with 3 mm thick ebonite
sheet cover , 5 amps , piano switch , ceiling rose , fixing materials etc.
as required ( all electrical contacts shall be of brass / copper)
mending the damages goods. (a) 20mm dia , 1.5mm Thick PVC pipe
for conceal conduting

m 100.000 68.001
Sixty-Eight
point Zero
Zero One

6800.100

Six
Thousand
Eight
Hundred
point One

51.b N/A N/A (b Double core insulated electric wire (3/20) ( Estern/BRB/Paradise)
for internal connection m 100.000 79.201

Seventy-
Nine point
Two Zero
One

7920.100

Seven
Thousand
Nine
Hundred
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and Twenty
point One

51.c N/A N/A (c) Light points including holder Point 50.000 90.001
Ninety point
Zero Zero
One

4500.050

Four
Thousand
Five
Hundred
point Zero
Five

51.d N/A N/A (d) 26 Watt. Energy Saver Bulb (Phillips/ Energy Pack) Point 50.000 225.001

Two
Hundred and
Twenty-Five
point Zero
Zero One

11250.050

Eleven
Thousand
Two
Hundred
and Fifty
point Zero
Five

51.e N/A N/A (e) 2-pin 5 amp Socket point (outlet) with control switch on switch
board Point 10.000 126.001

One
Hundred and
Twenty-Six
point Zero
Zero One

1260.010

One
Thousand
Two
Hundred
and Sixty
point Zero
One

52 N/A N/A

SP CIRCUIT BREAKER Supplying , fixing & fitting etc. all complete
on a prepared board 250V , 50 Hz , grade following single pole
miniature circuit breaker (SPMCB) having minimum breaking capacity
6 kA with thermal over current and instantaneous electromagnetic
short circuit release provision with SPMCBs of AEG (Germany)
Dorman Smith (England) MEM (UK) , SIEMENS / USA/ Germany or
equivalent approved by the Engineering in charge5 Amps

Nos 10.000 823.001

Eight
Hundred and
Twenty-
Three point
Zero Zero
One

8230.010

Eight
Thousand
Two
Hundred
and Thirty
point Zero
One

53 N/A N/A

GANG SWITCH Supplying , fixing & fitting etc. all complete using 250
volts. 5 amps (minimum) concealed type following switch / switch
socket mounted on required size 18 SWG galvanized plain sheet
board of 76.2 mm (3inch) depth all electrical contact shall be brass /
copper gang switch of following brand & country of origin. (MK
England or equivalent product of GERMANY / USA / FRANCE /
JAPAN / ITALY / SWEDEN / SWITZERLAND / or equivalent approved
by the Engineering in charge. 4 Gang switch

Each 10.000 572.001

Five
Hundred and
Seventy-Two
point Zero
Zero One

5720.010

Five
Thousand
Seven
Hundred
and Twenty
point Zero
One

54 N/A N/A

Supply and wiring Electric wire (20) ( Estern/BRB/Equivalent) for
connection with electric service from existing Main board to SDB
including trial operation and commissioning etc. all complete as per
as per standard practice and accepted by the Engineer in charge.

m 75.000 162.001

One
Hundred and
Sixty-Two
point Zero
Zero One

12150.075

Twelve
Thousand
One
Hundred
and Fifty
point Zero
Seven Five

55 N/A N/A

Transportation of all kinds of necessary materials including tube well
materials , equipment , tools and plants , casing pipe to the work site ,
construction of derrick and dismantling the same , cleaning the site
after completion of the work as per specification & direction of the
Engineer in charge.

No. 5.000 3600.001

Three
Thousand
Six Hundred
point Zero
Zero One

18000.005

Eighteen
Thousand
point Zero
Zero Five

56.a N/A N/A

Boring by water jet method or any adequate/easy method to install 75
mm-38 mm dia. shallow shrowded Tube well to get Iron free
(maximum allowable limit 1 mg/l) water includes supplying of GI
boring pipe , associated materials & equipment to boring , collection
of soil sample an interval of 3m in a white polythene bag/wooden
compartmental box including preparation of bore log in the field and
supplying and installation of GI pipe , uPVC pipe , Robo screen (2
meter long , slot opening 10) , sand trap , solvent cement . socket
adapter etc. (all according to BS-3505 , 1968) to the boring site and
done the installation completely as stated below as per direction of
Engineer-in-charge. (This item Includes supplying and installation of
all material with cost , labour charge , carrying charge with VAT & Tax
& profit) a) From 0.0 m to 0.5 m GI Pipe , 75 mm dia. & thickness 6
mm

m 2.500 1350.001

One
Thousand
Three
Hundred and
Fifty point
Zero Zero
One

3375.003

Three
Thousand
Three
Hundred
and
Seventy-
Five point
Zero Zero
Three

56.b N/A N/A b) From 0.5 m to 40 m (75 mm dia. uPVC Pipe class `D' ) m 197.500 454.501

Four
Hundred and
Fifty-Four
point Five
Zero One

89763.948

Eighty-Nine
Thousand
Seven
Hundred
and Sixty-
Three point
Nine Four
Eight

56.c N/A N/A c)From 40 m to 80 m ( 38 mm dia. uPVC Pipe class `D' ) m 200.000 210.001

Two
Hundred and
Ten point
Zero Zero
One

42000.200
Forty-Two
Thousand
point Two

56.d N/A N/A d)From 80 m to 120 m ( 38 mm dia. uPVC Pipe class `D') m 200.000 210.001

Two
Hundred and
Ten point
Zero Zero
One

42000.200
Forty-Two
Thousand
point Two
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56.e N/A N/A e)From 120 m to 160 m ( 38 mm dia. uPVC Pipe class `D' ) m 200.000 195.001

One
Hundred and
Ninety-Five
point Zero
Zero One

39000.200
Thirty-Nine
Thousand
point Two

56.f N/A N/A e)From 160 m to 200 m ( 38 mm dia. uPVC Pipe class `D' ) m 200.000 190.001

One
Hundred and
Ninety point
Zero Zero
One

38000.200
Thirty-Eight
Thousand
point Two

56.g N/A N/A g)PVC reducer (75 mm dia. To 38 mm dia. D class `D') no 5.000 180.001

One
Hundred and
Eighty point
Zero Zero
One

900.005

Nine
Hundred
point Zero
Zero Five

56.h N/A N/A h)Robo screen uPVC (38mm dia. Class `E' ) m 30.000 207.001

Two
Hundred and
Seven point
Zero Zero
One

6210.030

Six
Thousand
Two
Hundred
and Ten
point Zero
Three

56.i N/A N/A

i)Sand trap-class ftDft BS-3505 , 1968 , 1.00m long 38 mm dia.
including PVC end cap in one end and socket in another end with
fitting and fixing in proper position etc. all complete as per
specifications and direction of the Engineer in Charge.

no. 5.000 180.001

One
Hundred and
Eighty point
Zero Zero
One

900.005

Nine
Hundred
point Zero
Zero Five

57 N/A N/A
Complete development of the tube well by mechanical pump to obtain
sand & turbidity free water at a satisfactory yield , etc. all complete as
per specifications and direction of the Engineer in Charge.

LS 5.000 900.001

Nine
Hundred
point Zero
Zero One

4500.005

Four
Thousand
Five
Hundred
point Zero
Zero Five

58 N/A N/A

Preparation and making shrowded by coarse sand/sylhet sand (FM
greater than 2.5) around the tube well fixtures with supply of designed
graded pea gravels free from any substance harmful to pipe and
health confirmed by test including seiving , washing etc.all complete
as per specifications and direction of the Engineer in charge.

m3 1.250 2448.001

Two
Thousand
Four
Hundred and
Forty-Eight
point Zero
Zero One

3060.001

Three
Thousand
AND Sixty
point Zero
Zero One

59.a N/A N/A

(a) Submersible Pump (Gazi/RFL/Partex) premium quality with two
years guarantee , delivery 25 mm dia.) to draw water at roof tank from
TW , capacity 1.0 horse power as per standard specification , carrying
, fitting & fixing (by 10 no. G.I./14 no. Copper wire) within TW and
suction & delivery pipe , commissioning etc. all complete as per
specifications and direction of the Engineer in charge.

each 5.000 13500.001

Thirteen
Thousand
Five
Hundred
point Zero
Zero One

67500.005

Sixty-Seven
Thousand
Five
Hundred
point Zero
Zero Five

59.b N/A N/A

(b) Protection for Submersible Pump by making 2ft-4inch(Outside
Length) x2ft-4inch(Outside Width) x 1ft-6inch (Height) by making
125mm brick wall supported on single layer 250mm brick wall.
Constructed Masonry Box to be covered by 75mm slab on top.
Outside of the box requires to be plastered. All complete as per
instruction and direction of the Engineer in Charge.

LS 5.000 1800.001

One
Thousand
Eight
Hundred
point Zero
Zero One

9000.005

Nine
Thousand
point Zero
Zero Five

60 N/A N/A

Supplying , fitting and fixing Special grade/thread uPVC pipe ( ftEft
classall according to BS-3505 , 1968) 25 mm dia as column pipe each
3.0 m long having one end socket and another threaded etc. using
necessary Teefts , bends , L-bows and sockets and fitted in position
with all necessary accessoriese etc. all complete as per as per
standard practice and accepted by the Engineer in charge. .

m 125.000 81.001
Eighty-One
point Zero
Zero One

10125.125

Ten
Thousand
One
Hundred
and Twenty-
Five point
One Two
Five

61 N/A N/A

Food-grade plastic internal mini water tank (Gazi/RFL/Padma) for
emergency storage and supply of water 1000 liters capacity
manufactured from liner low density polythylene (ILDPE) roto grade
(ultra violet) established which complies FDA(Federal Department of
Agriculture , USA) (Fazi)/regulations 21 CFR 1277 , 152 having food
grade quality where no recycled materials is used , union socket ,
bend nipple , over flow pipe and all accessories need for fitting &
fixing in roof position , carrying & lifting to the site & position as per
direction of Engineer in charge.

Each 5.000 12042.001

Twelve
Thousand
AND Forty-
Two point
Zero Zero
One

60210.005

Sixty
Thousand
Two
Hundred
and Ten
point Zero
Zero Five

62 N/A N/A

Supplying and fitting , fixing a flunge of 100 mm dia. and 4 mm thick
M.S plate having one hole for easy setting of 25 mm dia. uPVC
suction pipe and for pump cable and copper heavy wire etc. all
complete as per requirement and accepted by the Engineer in charge.

no. 5.000 450.001

Four
Hundred and
Fifty point
Zero Zero
One

2250.005

Two
Thousand
Two
Hundred
and Fifty
point Zero
Zero Five

63.a N/A N/A

Electric Surface wiring for the following points looping at the switch
board with earth terminal including circuit wiring with 2c-1.5 sq.mm
PVC insulated and sheathed cable (BYFYE) with PVC batten
complete with 18 SWG GP Sheet switch board with 3 mm thick
ebonite sheet cover , 5 amps. wall switch , socket etc. including fixing
materials , others accessories etc. all complete as per specifications
and direction of the Engineer in charge.a) Combined socket supply

no. 5.000 720.001

Seven
Hundred and
Twenty point
Zero Zero
One

3600.005

Three
Thousand
Six Hundred
point Zero
Zero Five
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and installation

63.b N/A N/A b) Circuit breaker 5 amps. each 5.000 360.001

Three
Hundred and
Sixty point
Zero Zero
One

1800.005

One
Thousand
Eight
Hundred
point Zero
Zero Five

64 N/A N/A

Making sanitary seal 600 mm X 600 mm X 150 mm with mass
concrete (1:2:4) with Sand (F.M. 1.8) and picked jhama chips
including breaking chips , screening , mixing , laying , compacting to
levels and curing for at least 14 daysetc. all complete in/c as per
direction of Engineer-in-charge.

m 0.400 7200.018

Seven
Thousand
Two
Hundred
point Zero
One Eight

2880.007

Two
Thousand
Eight
Hundred
and Eighty
point Zero
Zero Seven

65.a N/A N/A

Making plumbing line with special grade / thread uPVC pipe ftEft
class all according to BS-3505 , 1968 including supplying necessary
clamps , screws , royal plug , El-bow , bends , Tees etc. all complete
as per specifications and direction of the Engineer in charge. a)25
mm dia.

m 30.000 81.001
Eighty-One
point Zero
Zero One

2430.030

Two
Thousand
Four
Hundred
and Thirty
point Zero
Three

65.b N/A N/A b)19 mm dia. m 100.000 63.001
Sixty-Three
point Zero
Zero One

6300.100

Six
Thousand
Three
Hundred
point One

66 N/A N/A
Supplying , fitting and fixing best quality G.I. gate valve with sealant
etc. complete approved and accepted by the Engineer in charge. 25
mm brass gate valve

Nos. 5.000 450.001

Four
Hundred and
Fifty point
Zero Zero
One

2250.005

Two
Thousand
Two
Hundred
and Fifty
point Zero
Zero Five

67 N/A N/A

Inscribing (writing) the name of the Project and other necessary
information in English on outside front face of the WASH Block with
approved quality Marble stone (Italian Karaka , special quality) , size
12inchx18inch , Thickness 15mm , color white and others according
to the direction of the Engineer-in-charge.

Item 10.000 1624.325

One
Thousand
Six Hundred
and Twenty-
Four point
Three Two
Five

16243.250

Sixteen
Thousand
Two
Hundred
and Forty-
Three point
Two Five

Grand
Total: 6276377.801

Sixty-Two
Lakh
Seventy-Six
Thousand
Three
Hundred
and
Seventy-
Seven point
Eight Zero
One

* Note: All applicable taxes, custom duties, VAT and other levies payable by the Contractor under the Contract shall be included in the unit prices submitted by the
Tenderer.

This Section 6. Bill of Quantities is Electronically Signed by Mr. Ali Nayon on behalf of M/S. Raloe Construction

MD.JAHIRUL ISLAM TITU

Section 6. Bill of Quantities

Bill of Quantities

Bill of Quantities

Item
No Group Item

Code DESCRIPTION UNIT QNTY

Unit
Price (In
figures:

BDT)

Unit Price
(In words:

BDT)

Total Price
(In figures:

BDT)

Total
Price (In
words:
BDT)

1 N/A N/A

Perform soil test and submission of sub-soil investigation report as
per following specifications and instructions of Engineer in charge. (All
cost included Mobilization & demobilization of materials required for
permorming tests at different primary schools under the
package.a)The soil test must be performed by a reputated/standard
exploratory farm (to be approved by concern Procuring Entity) and the
submitted report duly signed by competent/authorised
engineer.b)Exploratory borings and/ or by CPT , DCP etc. collecting

Each
School 5.000 23987.001

Twenty-
Three
Thousand
Nine
Hundred and
Eighty-
Seven point
Zero Zero

119935.005

One Lakh
Nineteen
Thousand
Nine
Hundred
and Thirty-
Five point
Zero Zero
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and necessary testing of samples in numbers as required for
Stratification of Layers , physical parameters of soils like- Atterberg
limits , Specific Gravity , Gain size distribution(by wet seive ,
Hydrometer if required) , shrinkage & swelling , Settlement ; C -Fy
values and other Strength parameters to ascertain Bearing Capacity ,
Skin friction , End bearings etc at layers of interest as per respective
National/International standards.c)Preparation of Standard sub-soil
investigation Report (2 sets) containing necessary Tables & Graphs
prepared from the collected data and information of soil sample.d)
Minimum 2 bore-holes for each school up to depth 0m to 20m will be
required.e)The test must be performed in presence of the reprentative
of DPHE (AE/SAE) , representative of Primary school (Head
teacher/Asstt. Teacher) and the report must be signed by them.

One Five

2.a N/A N/A

Mobilization, transportation and de-mobilization of equipment and
accessories including arrangement of water,electricity etc.all complete
after completion of work cleaning, leveling and dressing of the site as
per direction of Engineer in charge.

LS 5.000 6196.001

Six
Thousand
One
Hundred and
Ninety-Six
point Zero
Zero One

30980.005

Thirty
Thousand
Nine
Hundred
and Eighty
point Zero
Zero Five

2.b N/A N/A

Providing Site preparation , cleaning , Layout and demarcating lines ,
existing ground level (EGL) , formation ground level (FGL) , highest
flood level (HFL) , plinth level (PL). Setting and marking all pillars ,
markers , pegs etc. showing and maintaining reduced levels (RLs)
including locating , establishing , protecting all public utilities within
the premise of work and finally all to be presented in black and white
etc. all complete as per direction of the E-I-C.

LS 5.000 3375.001

Three
Thousand
Three
Hundred and
Seventy-
Five point
Zero Zero
One

16875.005

Sixteen
Thousand
Eight
Hundred
and
Seventy-
Five point
Zero Zero
Five

3 N/A N/A

Earth work in excavation in all kinds of soil for foundation trenches
including layout, providing center lines, bench-mark pillars, leveling,
ramming and preparing the base, fixing bamboo spikes & making
layout with chalk powder providing necessary tools and plants,
protecting and maintaining the trench dry etc., stacking, cleaning the
excavated earth at a safe distance out of the area enclosed by the
layout etc. All complete and accepted by the Engineer, subject to
submit method statement of carrying out cxcavation work to the
Engineer for approval. However, Engineer`s approval shall not relieve
the contractor of his responsibilities and obigations under the
contract.Earthwork in excavation in foundation trenches any depth
and maximum 10m lead: in all type of soil.

m3 333.860 84.001
Eighty-Four
point Zero
Zero One

28044.574

Twenty-
Eight
Thousand
AND Forty-
Four point
Five Seven
Four

4 N/A N/A

Earth filling in foundation trenches in 150mm layer with earth
available within 90m of the building site watering , leveling and
consolidating each layer upto finished level as per direction of
Engineer in charge.

m3 111.300 102.001

One
Hundred and
Two point
Zero Zero
One

11352.711

Eleven
Thousand
Three
Hundred
and Fifty-
Two point
Seven One
One

5 N/A N/A

Sand filling in foundation trenches and plinth with sand having F.M.1.2
in 150 mm layers including leveling , watering and compaction to
achieve minimum dry density of 90% with optimum moisture content
(Modified proctor test) by ramming each layer up to finished level as
per design supplied by the design office only etc. all complete and
accepted by the Engineer in charge.

m3 199.900 938.001

Nine
Hundred and
Thirty-Eight
point Zero
Zero One

187506.400

One Lakh
Eighty-
Seven
Thousand
Five
Hundred
and Six
point Four

6 N/A N/A

One layer of brick flat soling in foundation , Leach pit , Inspection pit
or in floor with 1st class bricks in/c preparation of bed and filling the
interstices with local sand , leveling in/c the supply of water ,
electricity and other charges and costs of tools and plants as per
direction of Engineer in charge.

m2 344.390 319.001

Three
Hundred and
Nineteen
point Zero
Zero One

109860.754

One Lakh
Nine
Thousand
Eight
Hundred
and Sixty
point Seven
Five Four

7 N/A N/A
Supplying and laying of single layer polythene sheet weighing one
kilogram per 6.5 square meter in all respect as per direction of the
Engineer in charge.

m2 344.390 30.001
Thirty point
Zero Zero
One

10332.044

Ten
Thousand
Three
Hundred
and Thirty-
Two point
Zero Four
Four

8 N/A N/A

Mass concrete (1:2:4) in floor with cement Sand (F.M. 2.0) and picked
jhama chips including breaking chips , screening , mixing , laying ,
compacting to levels and curing for at least 7 days in/c the supply of
water , electricity and other charges and costs of tools and plants etc.
all complete in/c as per direction of Engineer in charge.

m3 25.000 5687.001

Five
Thousand
Six Hundred
and Eighty-
Seven point
Zero Zero
One

142175.025

One Lakh
Forty-Two
Thousand
One
Hundred
and
Seventy-
Five point
Zero Two
Five
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9 N/A N/A

250 mm & above thick brick work with 1st class bricks in cement
morter (1:5)with Sand (F.M. 1.8) for foundation , plinth and
superstructure and Leach pit filling the interistices fully with morter
and soaking the bricks at least for 24 hours before use and curing at
least for 7 days etc.all complete as per direction of the Engineer in
charge.

m3 109.400 5411.001

Five
Thousand
Four
Hundred and
Eleven point
Zero Zero
One

591963.509

Five Lakh
Ninety-One
Thousand
Nine
Hundred
and Sixty-
Three point
Five Zero
Nine

10 N/A N/A

125mm brick works with first class bricks in cement sand (FM 1.8)
mortar (1:4) and making bond with connected walls including
necessary scaffolding , raking out joints , cleaning and soaking the
bricks for at least 24 hours before use and washing of sand curing at
least for 7 days in all floors including cost of water , electricity and
other charges etc. all complete and accepted by the Engineer in
charge.

m2 377.650 753.001

Seven
Hundred and
Fifty-Three
point Zero
Zero One

284370.828

Two Lakh
Eighty-Four
Thousand
Three
Hundred
and Seventy
point Eight
Two Eight

11 N/A N/A

Supplying , fitting and fixing homogeneous floor tiles (local made) (
RAK/FU-WANG /AKIJ) with cement sand (F.M 1.8) mortar (1:3) base
and raking out the joints with white cement including cutting and
laying the tiles in proper way and finishing with care etc. all complete
and accepted by the Engineer in charge. Homogeneous 300 x 300
mm floor tiles

m2 169.900 1309.001

One
Thousand
Three
Hundred and
Nine point
Zero Zero
One

222399.270

Two Lakh
Twenty-Two
Thousand
Three
Hundred
and Ninety-
Nine point
Two Seven

12 N/A N/A

Supplying , fitting and fixing wall tiles (local made) ( RAK/FU-WANG
/AKIJ) with on 20 mm thick cement sand (F.M. 1.2) mortar (1:3) base
and raking out the joints with white cement including cutting , laying
and hire charge of machine and finishing with care etc. including
water , electricity and other charges complete all respect accepted by
the Engineer in charge.. Coloured wall tiles of 200 X 300 mm size
(3ft-0 inch ht.)

m2 240.940 1107.001

One
Thousand
One
Hundred and
Seven point
Zero Zero
One

266720.821

Two Lakh
Sixty-Six
Thousand
Seven
Hundred
and Twenty
point Eight
Two One

13 N/A N/A

Minimum 12mm thick cement sand (F.M. 1.5) Plaster (1:6) having with
fresh cement to wall both inner-and outer surface , finishing the
corner and edges including washing of sand cleaning the surface ,
scaffolding and curing at least for 7 days , cost of water , electricity
and other charges etc. all complete in all respect as per drawing and
accepted by the Engineer in charge.

m2 892.800 191.001

One
Hundred and
Ninety-One
point Zero
Zero One

170525.693

One Lakh
Seventy
Thousand
Five
Hundred
and Twenty-
Five point
Six Nine
Three

14 N/A N/A

Minimum 12mm thick cement plaster (1:4) with NCF having cement
fineness min 2800cm2/g , initial setting time min 45 minutes , final
setting time max 375 minutes , gypsum <3% mixed with clinker , free
from ash & any other foreign materials to give a minimum cylinder
crushing strength of 19Mpa for 7 (seven) days concrete from a
machine mixed typical batch with fresh cement (conforming to BDS
232) to dado and plinth wall upto 150mm below ground level with neat
cement finishing in/c washing of sand , finishing the edges and
corners and curing at least for 7 days , cost of water , electricity &
other charges etc. all complete in all respect as per drawing and
direction of the Engineer in charge.

m2 410.250 219.001

Two
Hundred and
Nineteen
point Zero
Zero One

89845.160

Eighty-Nine
Thousand
Eight
Hundred
and Forty-
Five point
One Six

15 N/A N/A

Minimum 6 mm thick cement sand (F.M 1.5) plaster (1:4) with fresh
cement to ceiling R.C.C. columns , beams , surface of stair case ,
sunshades , cornices , railings , drop wall , louvers , fins and finishing
the corners and edges including washing of sand cleaning the surface
, scaffolding and curing at least for 7 days , cost of water , electricity
and other charges etc. all complete in all respect as per drawing and
accepted by the Engineer in charge.

m2 356.050 165.001

One
Hundred and
Sixty-Five
point Zero
Zero One

58748.606

Fifty-Eight
Thousand
Seven
Hundred
and Forty-
Eight point
Six Zero Six

16.a N/A N/A

Reinforced cement concrete works using steel shutter with minimum
cement content relates to mix ratio 1:1.5:3 having minimum f 'cr = 26
Mpa, and satisfying a specified compressive strength f 'c = 21 Mpa at
28 days on standard cylinders as per standard practice of Code
ACI/BNBC/ASTM & Cement conforming to BDS EN-197-1- CEM1,
52.5N (52.5MPa) / ASTM-C 150 Type ? I, best quality Sylhet sand or
coarse sand [F.M. 2.2] and 20 mm down well graded picked jhama
brick chips conforming to ASTM C-33, including breaking chips and
screening, making, placing shutter in position and maintaining true to
plumb, making shutter water-tight properly, placing reinforcement in
position; mixing in standard mixer machine with hoper and fed by
standard measuring boxes, casting in forms, compacting by vibrator
machine and curing at least for 28 days, removing centering-
shuttering after specified time approved; including cost of water,
electricity, additional testing charges of materials and cylinders
required by engineer, other charges etc. all complete approved and
accepted by the Engineer. (Rate is excluding the cost of
reinforcement and its fabrication, placing and binding etc) all complete
in all respect as per drawing and accepted by the Engineer in charge.
1:1.5:3 concrete for casting footing, grade beam, lintel ,column,beam
and slab etc.

m3 107.500 7183.001

Seven
Thousand
One
Hundred and
Eighty-Three
point Zero
Zero One

772172.608

Seven Lakh
Seventy-
Two
Thousand
One
Hundred
and
Seventy-
Two point
Six Zero
Eight

16.b N/A N/A Steel Formwork/shuttering , steel prop and necessary steel supports
etc. m2 914.550 343.001

Three
Hundred and
Forty-Three
point Zero
Zero One

313691.565

Three Lakh
Thirteen
Thousand
Six Hundred
and Ninety-
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One point
Five Six Five

17 N/A N/A

Supplying , fabrication , and fixing to details as per design : Rabbed
or Deformed Bar Reinforcement for Reinforced Cement Concrete ,
produced and marked in accordance with BDS ISO 6935 - 2: 2006 (or
standard subsequently released from BSTI) including straightening
and cleaning rust , if any , bending and binding in position with supply
of G.l. wires , splices of laps what so ever etc. complete in all respects
and accepted by the Engineer. (Measurement shall be recorded only
on Standard Mass per Unit length of Bars , while , dia of bars exceeds
its standard)Grade 400 ( RB 400 : complying BDS ISO 6935-2:2006)
ribbed or deformed bar produced and marked according to
Bangladesh Standard with minimum yield strength , fy (ReH)=
400MPa , but fy not exceeding 418MPa and what ever is the yield
strength within allowable limit as per BNBC sec 8.3.3.5/ACI 318-11
sec 21.1.5.2 , the ratio of ultimate tensile strength fu to yield strength
fy , shall be at least 1.25 and minimum elongation after fracture and
minimum tatal elongation at maximum froce is 17% and 8%
respectively.

KG 12900.000 76.001
Seventy-Six
point Zero
Zero One

980412.900

Nine Lakh
Eighty
Thousand
Four
Hundred
and Twelve
point Nine

18 N/A N/A

Manufacturing , supplying , fitting&fixing colllapsible gate of any
design & shape made of 3/4inchx3/4inchx1/8inch channel placed @
112mm c/c vertically connecting the same with each other by
20x3mm flat bar scissors 600mm long provided in 3 rows including
cutting the different M.S members to requred sizes fabricating ,
welding , riveting with requred size rivets , providing required size
wheels , pulling handles on both sides suitable locking arrangement ,
electrodes , grease and finally placing the same in position in
between 2 Nos.50x50x6 mm M.S Tee rail made by welding 2
Nos.50x6 mm M.S flat bar fitted and fixed at top and bottom with
R.C.C lintel and side wall with required Nos.150mm to 225 mm long
38x6 mm M.S flat bar clamps one one end welded with the gate
member and other end bifurcated embedded in C.C at pouring
concrete (1:2:4) into the holes and finishing etccomplete , painting 2
coats with approved best quality synthetic anamel paint over a coat of
anticorrosive painting , both end carriage , including greasing ,
electrodes , curing etc.completes as per drawing and design and
accepted by engineer

m2 13.000 3177.001

Three
Thousand
One
Hundred and
Seventy-
Seven point
Zero Zero
One

41301.013

Forty-One
Thousand
Three
Hundred
and One
point Zero
One Three

19 N/A N/A

Supplying , fitting and fixing M.S. door shutter made with 38 x 38 x 6
mm angle outer frame , inner member 25x 6mm F.I.bar , cladding with
16 BWG M.S sheet , hinged with 50 X 50 X 6 mm M.S. angle
Chowkat etc.complete in all respect as per design and direction of the
Engineer in charge.

m2 65.000 5180.001

Five
Thousand
One
Hundred and
Eighty point
Zero Zero
One

336700.065

Three Lakh
Thirty-Six
Thousand
Seven
Hundred
point Zero
Six Five

20 N/A N/A
Supplying , fitting and fixing 38 mm dia stainless steel pipe for Hand
Rail including cutting , bending , finishing etc. all complete as per
direction of Engineer in charge.

RM 24.400 315.001

Three
Hundred and
Fifteen point
Zero Zero
One

7686.024

Seven
Thousand
Six Hundred
and Eighty-
Six point
Zero Two
Four

21 N/A N/A

Supplying , fitting and fixing high window grill as per design made of
mild steel F.I section (20 mm x 3 mm) with outer frame of (25 mm x 6
mm) F.I bar , fabricating , welding , cost of electricity , workshop
charges , carriage , fixing with pre-placed clamps in walls , all
necessary tools and plants as per design , drawing , specifications
and direction of the Engineer in charge.

m2 50.650 1573.001

One
Thousand
Five
Hundred and
Seventy-
Three point
Zero Zero
One

79672.501

Seventy-
Nine
Thousand
Six Hundred
and
Seventy-
Two point
Five Zero
One

22 N/A N/A

Painting with plastic emulsion paint of best quality and approved
colour in a seal container from authorized manufacturer. Applying
each coat and successive coat is to be applied as per manufacturer
special procedure , to wall and ceiling in two coats over a coat of
priming coat of water sealer and ready mixed putty of approved
brand. It applied on sand papered and cleaned surface and after
drying applied sealer coat , 2 coats of ready mixed wall putty of
approved brand , each coat dried and smoothened by sand papering.
Applying plastic emulsion paint one vertical and one horizontal coat
for each coat and successive coat is to be applied after drying up of
previous coat by brush/roller/spray in/c cleaning the plinth , floors ,
doors , windows , portions and ventilators by washing , rubbing , as
necessary and sand papering the surface and necessary scaffolding ,
etc. curing for the requisite period etc. all complete for all floors i/c
cost of all materials as per direction of the E-I-C. (BERGER/RAK
/ELITE)

m2 555.850 213.001

Two
Hundred and
Thirteen
point Zero
Zero One

118396.606

One Lakh
Eighteen
Thousand
Three
Hundred
and Ninety-
Six point Six
Zero Six

23 N/A N/A

Painting to door and window frames , grills , shutters and rain water
down pipes with two coats of Synthetic Enamel Paint of light Grey
colour (BERGER/RAK/ELITE)over a coat of priming including
cleaning finishing and polishing with sand paper and necessary
scaffolding etc.complete as per direction of the Engineer in charge.

m2 366.200 164.001

One
Hundred and
Sixty-Four
point Zero
Zero One

60057.166

Sixty
Thousand
AND Fifty-
Seven point
One Six Six

24 N/A N/A

38 mm thick artificial patent stone (1:1.5:3) flooring with cement, best
quality coarse sand (50% quantity of Sylhet sand or coarse sand of
equivalent F.M. 2.2 and 50% best local sand of FM 1.2) and 12 mm
down well graded stone chips, laying the concrete in alternate panels,
compacting and finishing the top with neat cement and curing at least

m2 204.500 485.001

Four
Hundred and
Eighty-Five
point Zero
Zero One

99182.705

Ninety-Nine
Thousand
One
Hundred
and Eighty-
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7 days in all floors including cost of water, electricity and other
charges etc. all complete and accepted by the Engineer.(Cement:
CEM-II/A-M)In ground floor

Two point
Seven Zero
Five

25 N/A N/A

On exterior surface applying as per manufacturer instruction specific
coat of weather coat of approved qualityand colour delivered from
authorized local agent of the manufacturer in a sealed container.
Applying one vertical and one horizontal coat for each coat and
successive coat is to be applied after drying up of previous coat by
brush/roller/spray in/c cleaning , washing , rubbing , as necessary and
sand papering the surface and necessary scaffolding , etc. all
complete for all floors i/c cost of all materials as per direction of the
E-I-C. (BERGER/RAK/ELITE)

m2 389.700 231.001

Two
Hundred and
Thirty-One
point Zero
Zero One

90021.090

Ninety
Thousand
AND
Twenty-One
point Zero
Nine

26 N/A N/A

Apron of 300mm widthover one layer of brick flat soling. The surface
having minimum 12mm thick cement sand (F.M.12) plaster (1.3) and
net cement finiching with curing at sand (F.M 0.8) consolidating and
dressing cost of water , electricity , other charges etc.all complete as
per d and accepet by the Engineer in charge.

m2 44.000 748.001

Seven
Hundred and
Forty-Eight
point Zero
Zero One

32912.044

Thirty-Two
Thousand
Nine
Hundred
and Twelve
point Zero
Four Four

27 N/A N/A

Plaster rule pointing works 250mmx75mm size as brick shape by
10mmx10mm grove on outside wall over minimum 12mm thick
cement plaster (1:6) with Portland Composite cement (CEM II/AM ,
42.5N) , best quality sand (minimum FM1.2) , finishing the corners
and edges including washing of sand , cleaning the surfaces.
caffolding and curing for requisite period etc. all complete as per
drawing and direction of the E-I-C.

m2 140.450 259.001

Two
Hundred and
Fifty-Nine
point Zero
Zero One

36376.690

Thirty-Six
Thousand
Three
Hundred
and
Seventy-Six
point Six
Nine

28 N/A N/A

Supplying , fitting and fixing Bangladesh pattern , 570mm x 445mm x
290mm long pan with foot-rest , approx 12 kg by weight , made of
Vitreous China and preparing the base of pan with cement motor (1:4)
and with wire net of rods , if necessary in all floor including making
holes wherever required and mending good the damages and fitting ,
fixing , finishing etc. complete with all necessary fittings and
connection approved and accepted by the Engineer-in-Charge. White
(RAK/STELLA)

Each 20.000 1711.001

One
Thousand
Seven
Hundred and
Eleven point
Zero Zero
One

34220.020

Thirty-Four
Thousand
Two
Hundred
and Twenty
point Zero
Two

29 N/A N/A

Supplying , fitting and fixing of European type Porcelin Low Down
(RAK/STELLA) having a capacity of 8 litre and size
13inchx7inchx14inch each. The Lowdowns to be installed in toilet
walls having long pans in it by nut bolts and angle clamps of thickness
not lesser than 6mm. The work includes 1.25inch pvc pipe to be
connected to Pan including making holes whereever required and
mending good the damages and fitting , fixing , finishing etc. All
complete as per direction and instruction by the Engineer-in-
Charge.Color: White

Each 20.000 2700.001

Two
Thousand
Seven
Hundred
point Zero
Zero One

54000.020

Fifty-Four
Thousand
point Zero
Two

30 N/A N/A

Supplying , fitting and fixing Eropean type glazed porcelain Combi
closet , in/c plastic seat cover , cystern system preparing the base
with cement concrete and with wire mesh or rods if necessary , in all
floores including making holes wherever required and mending good
the damages and fitting fixing , finishing etc. complrte with all
necessary fittings and connection approved and accepted by the
Engineer. Standard STELLA/RAK/COTTO White , Item No.
115A/415A , 700 x 410 x 795mm31.5

Each 10.000 6517.001

Six
Thousand
Five
Hundred and
Seventeen
point Zero
Zero One

65170.010

Sixty-Five
Thousand
One
Hundred
and Seventy
point Zero
One

31 N/A N/A

Supplying , fitting and fixing glazed vitreous china flat or squatting
urinal 610 x 375 x 85 mm size , approx. 14 kg by weightwith flushing
intel in cement mortal (1:4) with painted cast iron body , one gallon
capacity , automatic flushing cistem in each group etc. including
12mm brass controlling velve 32 mm dia PVC flush pipebrass
controlling 12mm dia plastic lead (connection) pipe including making
goods the drams with 1:4 cement morter etc. all complete approved
and accepted by the Engineer-in-Charge.White (RAK/STELLA)

Each 10.000 1345.001

One
Thousand
Three
Hundred and
Forty-Five
point Zero
Zero One

13450.010

Thirteen
Thousand
Four
Hundred
and Fifty
point Zero
One

32 N/A N/A

Supplying , glazed vitreous Wash Basin 595 x 430 x 190 mm size ,
approx. 10.4 kg by weight with Padastal including fitting , fixing the
same in position with heavy type C.I. Brackets. 30 mm dia PVC waste
water pipe with brass coupling (not exceding 750 mm in length) , 12
mm plastic lead (connection) pipe with brass coupling , basin waste
with chain plug including making holes in walls and floors and fitting
with wooden blocks , screws and mending good the damages ,
finishing etc. all complete approved and accepted by the Engineer-in-
Charge. White (RAK/STELLA)

Each 20.000 2877.001

Two
Thousand
Eight
Hundred and
Seventy-
Seven point
Zero Zero
One

57540.020

Fifty-Seven
Thousand
Five
Hundred
and Forty
point Zero
Two

33 N/A N/A
Supplying , fitting and fixing medium best qualiy CP Piller cock etc. all
complete as approved and accepted by the Engineer.12 mm CP
medium quality piller cock

Each 10.000 756.001

Seven
Hundred and
Fifty-Six
point Zero
Zero One

7560.010

Seven
Thousand
Five
Hundred
and Sixty
point Zero
One

34 N/A N/A
Supplying , fitting and fixing best quality faucets etc. complete
approved and accepted by the Engineer in charge.12 mm CP bib
cock.

Nos. 50.000 613.001

Six Hundred
and Thirteen
point Zero
Zero One

30650.050

Thirty
Thousand
Six Hundred
and Fifty
point Zero
Five
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35 N/A N/A

Supplying , fitting and fixing Special/Fancy quality CP
concealed/Surface Angle stop cock etc. complete approved and
accepted by the Engineer in charge 12 mm CP surface mounted
angle stop cock (general)

Each 40.000 710.001

Seven
Hundred and
Ten point
Zero Zero
One

28400.040

Twenty-
Eight
Thousand
Four
Hundred
point Zero
Four

36 N/A N/A

Supplying fitting and fixing 100mm dia uPVCTrap (Siphon or ftPft
Trap) including making holes in walls and floors and mending good
the damages etc. all complete as per direction of the Engineer-in-
Charge.

Each 20.000 180.001

One
Hundred and
Eighty point
Zero Zero
One

3600.020

Three
Thousand
Six Hundred
point Zero
Two

37 N/A N/A

Supplying , fitting and fixing 125 mm dia C.I. Gratings in traps or in
drains with cement morter (1:4) including making holes in walls and
floors and mending good the damages etc. all complete as per
direction of the engineer-in-Charge.

Each 20.000 177.001

One
Hundred and
Seventy-
Seven point
Zero Zero
One

3540.020

Three
Thousand
Five
Hundred
and Forty
point Zero
Two

38 N/A N/A

Supplying , fitting and fixing of 450 x 350 mm size and 5 mm thick
unframed super quality mirror with hard boards at the back with all
necessary filling including making holes in walls and mending good
the damages with cement mortar (1:4) etc. all complete approved and
accepted by the Engineer-in-Charge. (Made in Japan or equivalent)

Each 10.000 558.001

Five
Hundred and
Fifty-Eight
point Zero
Zero One

5580.010

Five
Thousand
Five
Hundred
and Eighty
point Zero
One

39 N/A N/A

Supplying , fitting and fixing super quality 600 x 125 mm white glass
(plate) shelf having 5 mm thickness with fancy C.P. brackets , screws
and frames including making holes in walls and mending good the
damages with cement mortar (1:4) etc. all complete approved and
accepted by the Engineer-in-Charge.

Each 10.000 620.001

Six Hundred
and Twenty
point Zero
Zero One

6200.010

Six
Thousand
Two
Hundred
point Zero
One

40 N/A N/A

Supplying , fitting and laying up to depth of invert 100mm inside dia
best quality uPVC C-grade pressure soil pipe having specific gravity
1.3-1.45 , and other physical , chemical , thermal , fire resistivity
properties etc. as per BSTI approved manufacturer standards or
ASTM , BS/ISO/IS standards fitted and fixed in position with sockets ,
bends , with all accessories such as Round grating/domed roof
grating etc. all complete as per direction of the Engineer-in-Charge.
uPVC soil pipe 100 mm dia. wall thickness 2.7mm-3.4mm

RM 120.000 497.001

Four
Hundred and
Ninety-
Seven point
Zero Zero
One

59640.120

Fifty-Nine
Thousand
Six Hundred
and Forty
point One
Two

41 N/A N/A

Supplying 50 mm inside dia. upvc , waste and ventilation pipe each
piece having over length 1800 mm , thickness 6.5mm , spigot
diameter 80mm , weight min 12 kg fitted and fixed in position with
sockets thickness min 8.5 mm , internal depth min 68 mm , beadfts
outside diameter min 90 mm , ears flange length min 150 mm ,
caulking clearance min 10 mm produced in foundry grade pig iron as
per BSTI approved manufacturer standard fitting and fixing in position
including head and shoes bends made of minimun 20 mm x 3 mm F.I
bar or equivalent , trap , tee , offset , clamps and nils etc. complete in
all floors etc. all complete as per direction of the Engineer-in-Charge.

RM 30.000 401.001

Four
Hundred and
One point
Zero Zero
One

12030.030

Twelve
Thousand
AND Thirty
point Zero
Three

42 N/A N/A

Supplying , fitting and fixing standard size soap tray including making
holes in walls and mending good the damages with cement mortar
(1:4) etc. all complete approved and accepted by the Engineer-in-
Charge.CP soap tray

Each 30.000 189.001

One
Hundred and
Eighty-Nine
point Zero
Zero One

5670.030

Five
Thousand
Six Hundred
and Seventy
point Zero
Three

43.a N/A N/A

Construction of Two Soak well a)RCC Ring for Soak well (inner dia.
Of ring 750 mm , thickness 30 mm , height 300 mm , using 3-12 no.
MS wire ) all complete as per DPHE National Sanitation Project
design and as per direction of the Engineer in Charge.

Nos. 50.000 270.001

Two
Hundred and
Seventy
point Zero
Zero One

13500.050

Thirteen
Thousand
Five
Hundred
point Zero
Five

43.b N/A N/A
b)RCC Slab for Soak well (dia. 900 mm , thickness 38 mm , using 10
no. MS wire of 0.65 kg) all complete as per DPHE National Sanitation
Project design and as per direction of the Engineer in Charge.

Nos. 10.000 360.001

Three
Hundred and
Sixty point
Zero Zero
One

3600.010

Three
Thousand
Six Hundred
point Zero
One

43.c N/A N/A

c)Earth work excavation , carrying , fitting & fixing of Soak well ring
and slab at proper position , earth filling , connection to the Litch pit
(using 100 mm PVC pipe) etc. all complete as per direction of the
Enginner in charge.

item 10.000 720.001

Seven
Hundred and
Twenty point
Zero Zero
One

7200.010

Seven
Thousand
Two
Hundred
point Zero
One

43.d N/A N/A
d)Filling of soak well bottom by local sand (min. F.M. 0.8 & 75 mm
thick) and Brick chips (75 mm thick) with proper compaction etc. all
complete as per direction of the Engineer in Charge.

item 10.000 135.001

One
Hundred and
Thirty-Five
point Zero
Zero One

1350.010

One
Thousand
Three
Hundred
and Fifty
point Zero
One

44.a N/A N/A (a) Supplying , fitting , fixing and placing plastic covered waste bin
(Medium Size) as per direction of Engineer in charge. Each 10.000 360.001

Three
Hundred and
Sixty point

3600.010
Three
Thousand
Six Hundred
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Zero Zero
One

point Zero
One

44.b N/A N/A (b) Supplying and placing of open waste plastic (RFL/Bengal/Partex)
basket (Jhuri) to be used in toilets. Each 30.000 54.001

Fifty-Four
point Zero
Zero One

1620.030

One
Thousand
Six Hundred
and Twenty
point Zero
Three

45 N/A N/A Supply of water pot (RFL/Bengal/standard quality) as per direction of
Engineer in charge. Each 30.000 54.001

Fifty-Four
point Zero
Zero One

1620.030

One
Thousand
Six Hundred
and Twenty
point Zero
Three

46 N/A N/A Supply of cleaning materials (Harpic/Finish/standard quality) 750 ml
each as per direction of Engineer in charge. Each 30.000 108.001

One
Hundred and
Eight point
Zero Zero
One

3240.030

Three
Thousand
Two
Hundred
and Forty
point Zero
Three

47 N/A N/A Supply of cleaning brush (standard size and quality) as per direction
of Engineer in charge. Each 30.000 90.001

Ninety point
Zero Zero
One

2700.030

Two
Thousand
Seven
Hundred
point Zero
Three

48 N/A N/A Supply of Bucket (RFL/Bengal/standard quality) as per direction of
Engineer in charge (Each 10 litre capacity). Each 10.000 180.001

One
Hundred and
Eighty point
Zero Zero
One

1800.010

One
Thousand
Eight
Hundred
point Zero
One

49 N/A N/A Supplying a lock (2.5inch Tricle China , Brass colour or Pitol) to use in
the collapsible gate as per direction of the Engineer in charge. Each 10.000 405.001

Four
Hundred and
Five point
Zero Zero
One

4050.010

Four
Thousand
AND Fifty
point Zero
One

50 N/A N/A Supplying and placing of Coconut Fiber Matress (4ftx10inch) to be
used on entrance stair step Each 10.000 450.001

Four
Hundred and
Fifty point
Zero Zero
One

4500.010

Four
Thousand
Five
Hundred
point Zero
One

51.a N/A N/A

CONCEALED CONDUIT WIRING Concealed conduit wiring
supplying , fixing & fitting etc. all complete for the following point
looping at the switch board with earth terminal including circuit wiring
with 1C-2X1.5 sqmm PVC insulated cable (BYA) & 1.5 sqmm PVC
insulated green / white coloured ECC wire (BYA) through PVC
conduit (Lira brand or equivalent product of other reputed
manufacturer) of minimum 25 mm dia & 1.5 mm wall thickness 18
SWG GP sheet , switch board and pull box with 3 mm thick ebonite
sheet cover , 5 amps , piano switch , ceiling rose , fixing materials etc.
as required ( all electrical contacts shall be of brass / copper)
mending the damages goods. (a) 20mm dia , 1.5mm Thick PVC pipe
for conceal conduting

m 100.000 69.001
Sixty-Nine
point Zero
Zero One

6900.100

Six
Thousand
Nine
Hundred
point One

51.b N/A N/A (b Double core insulated electric wire (3/20) ( Estern/BRB/Paradise)
for internal connection m 100.000 79.201

Seventy-
Nine point
Two Zero
One

7920.100

Seven
Thousand
Nine
Hundred
and Twenty
point One

51.c N/A N/A (c) Light points including holder Point 50.000 90.001
Ninety point
Zero Zero
One

4500.050

Four
Thousand
Five
Hundred
point Zero
Five

51.d N/A N/A (d) 26 Watt. Energy Saver Bulb (Phillips/ Energy Pack) Point 50.000 225.001

Two
Hundred and
Twenty-Five
point Zero
Zero One

11250.050

Eleven
Thousand
Two
Hundred
and Fifty
point Zero
Five

51.e N/A N/A (e) 2-pin 5 amp Socket point (outlet) with control switch on switch
board Point 10.000 125.001

One
Hundred and
Twenty-Five
point Zero
Zero One

1250.010

One
Thousand
Two
Hundred
and Fifty
point Zero
One
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52 N/A N/A

SP CIRCUIT BREAKER Supplying , fixing & fitting etc. all complete
on a prepared board 250V , 50 Hz , grade following single pole
miniature circuit breaker (SPMCB) having minimum breaking capacity
6 kA with thermal over current and instantaneous electromagnetic
short circuit release provision with SPMCBs of AEG (Germany)
Dorman Smith (England) MEM (UK) , SIEMENS / USA/ Germany or
equivalent approved by the Engineering in charge5 Amps

Nos 10.000 825.001

Eight
Hundred and
Twenty-Five
point Zero
Zero One

8250.010

Eight
Thousand
Two
Hundred
and Fifty
point Zero
One

53 N/A N/A

GANG SWITCH Supplying , fixing & fitting etc. all complete using 250
volts. 5 amps (minimum) concealed type following switch / switch
socket mounted on required size 18 SWG galvanized plain sheet
board of 76.2 mm (3inch) depth all electrical contact shall be brass /
copper gang switch of following brand & country of origin. (MK
England or equivalent product of GERMANY / USA / FRANCE /
JAPAN / ITALY / SWEDEN / SWITZERLAND / or equivalent approved
by the Engineering in charge. 4 Gang switch

Each 10.000 570.001

Five
Hundred and
Seventy
point Zero
Zero One

5700.010

Five
Thousand
Seven
Hundred
point Zero
One

54 N/A N/A

Supply and wiring Electric wire (20) ( Estern/BRB/Equivalent) for
connection with electric service from existing Main board to SDB
including trial operation and commissioning etc. all complete as per
as per standard practice and accepted by the Engineer in charge.

m 75.000 162.001

One
Hundred and
Sixty-Two
point Zero
Zero One

12150.075

Twelve
Thousand
One
Hundred
and Fifty
point Zero
Seven Five

55 N/A N/A

Transportation of all kinds of necessary materials including tube well
materials , equipment , tools and plants , casing pipe to the work site ,
construction of derrick and dismantling the same , cleaning the site
after completion of the work as per specification & direction of the
Engineer in charge.

No. 5.000 3600.001

Three
Thousand
Six Hundred
point Zero
Zero One

18000.005

Eighteen
Thousand
point Zero
Zero Five

56.a N/A N/A

Boring by water jet method or any adequate/easy method to install 75
mm-38 mm dia. shallow shrowded Tube well to get Iron free
(maximum allowable limit 1 mg/l) water includes supplying of GI
boring pipe , associated materials & equipment to boring , collection
of soil sample an interval of 3m in a white polythene bag/wooden
compartmental box including preparation of bore log in the field and
supplying and installation of GI pipe , uPVC pipe , Robo screen (2
meter long , slot opening 10) , sand trap , solvent cement . socket
adapter etc. (all according to BS-3505 , 1968) to the boring site and
done the installation completely as stated below as per direction of
Engineer-in-charge. (This item Includes supplying and installation of
all material with cost , labour charge , carrying charge with VAT & Tax
& profit) a) From 0.0 m to 0.5 m GI Pipe , 75 mm dia. & thickness 6
mm

m 2.500 1350.001

One
Thousand
Three
Hundred and
Fifty point
Zero Zero
One

3375.003

Three
Thousand
Three
Hundred
and
Seventy-
Five point
Zero Zero
Three

56.b N/A N/A b) From 0.5 m to 40 m (75 mm dia. uPVC Pipe class `D' ) m 197.500 454.001

Four
Hundred and
Fifty-Four
point Zero
Zero One

89665.198

Eighty-Nine
Thousand
Six Hundred
and Sixty-
Five point
One Nine
Eight

56.c N/A N/A c)From 40 m to 80 m ( 38 mm dia. uPVC Pipe class `D' ) m 200.000 210.001

Two
Hundred and
Ten point
Zero Zero
One

42000.200
Forty-Two
Thousand
point Two

56.d N/A N/A d)From 80 m to 120 m ( 38 mm dia. uPVC Pipe class `D') m 200.000 210.001

Two
Hundred and
Ten point
Zero Zero
One

42000.200
Forty-Two
Thousand
point Two

56.e N/A N/A e)From 120 m to 160 m ( 38 mm dia. uPVC Pipe class `D' ) m 200.000 195.001

One
Hundred and
Ninety-Five
point Zero
Zero One

39000.200
Thirty-Nine
Thousand
point Two

56.f N/A N/A e)From 160 m to 200 m ( 38 mm dia. uPVC Pipe class `D' ) m 200.000 190.001

One
Hundred and
Ninety point
Zero Zero
One

38000.200
Thirty-Eight
Thousand
point Two

56.g N/A N/A g)PVC reducer (75 mm dia. To 38 mm dia. D class `D') no 5.000 180.001

One
Hundred and
Eighty point
Zero Zero
One

900.005

Nine
Hundred
point Zero
Zero Five

56.h N/A N/A h)Robo screen uPVC (38mm dia. Class `E' ) m 30.000 207.001

Two
Hundred and
Seven point
Zero Zero
One

6210.030

Six
Thousand
Two
Hundred
and Ten
point Zero
Three

56.i N/A N/A
i)Sand trap-class ftDft BS-3505 , 1968 , 1.00m long 38 mm dia.
including PVC end cap in one end and socket in another end with
fitting and fixing in proper position etc. all complete as per

no. 5.000 180.001
One
Hundred and
Eighty point

900.005
Nine
Hundred
point Zero
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specifications and direction of the Engineer in Charge. Zero Zero
One Zero Five

57 N/A N/A
Complete development of the tube well by mechanical pump to obtain
sand & turbidity free water at a satisfactory yield , etc. all complete as
per specifications and direction of the Engineer in Charge.

LS 5.000 900.001

Nine
Hundred
point Zero
Zero One

4500.005

Four
Thousand
Five
Hundred
point Zero
Zero Five

58 N/A N/A

Preparation and making shrowded by coarse sand/sylhet sand (FM
greater than 2.5) around the tube well fixtures with supply of designed
graded pea gravels free from any substance harmful to pipe and
health confirmed by test including seiving , washing etc.all complete
as per specifications and direction of the Engineer in charge.

m3 1.250 2448.001

Two
Thousand
Four
Hundred and
Forty-Eight
point Zero
Zero One

3060.001

Three
Thousand
AND Sixty
point Zero
Zero One

59.a N/A N/A

(a) Submersible Pump (Gazi/RFL/Partex) premium quality with two
years guarantee , delivery 25 mm dia.) to draw water at roof tank from
TW , capacity 1.0 horse power as per standard specification , carrying
, fitting & fixing (by 10 no. G.I./14 no. Copper wire) within TW and
suction & delivery pipe , commissioning etc. all complete as per
specifications and direction of the Engineer in charge.

each 5.000 13500.001

Thirteen
Thousand
Five
Hundred
point Zero
Zero One

67500.005

Sixty-Seven
Thousand
Five
Hundred
point Zero
Zero Five

59.b N/A N/A

(b) Protection for Submersible Pump by making 2ft-4inch(Outside
Length) x2ft-4inch(Outside Width) x 1ft-6inch (Height) by making
125mm brick wall supported on single layer 250mm brick wall.
Constructed Masonry Box to be covered by 75mm slab on top.
Outside of the box requires to be plastered. All complete as per
instruction and direction of the Engineer in Charge.

LS 5.000 1800.001

One
Thousand
Eight
Hundred
point Zero
Zero One

9000.005

Nine
Thousand
point Zero
Zero Five

60 N/A N/A

Supplying , fitting and fixing Special grade/thread uPVC pipe ( ftEft
classall according to BS-3505 , 1968) 25 mm dia as column pipe each
3.0 m long having one end socket and another threaded etc. using
necessary Teefts , bends , L-bows and sockets and fitted in position
with all necessary accessoriese etc. all complete as per as per
standard practice and accepted by the Engineer in charge. .

m 125.000 81.001
Eighty-One
point Zero
Zero One

10125.125

Ten
Thousand
One
Hundred
and Twenty-
Five point
One Two
Five

61 N/A N/A

Food-grade plastic internal mini water tank (Gazi/RFL/Padma) for
emergency storage and supply of water 1000 liters capacity
manufactured from liner low density polythylene (ILDPE) roto grade
(ultra violet) established which complies FDA(Federal Department of
Agriculture , USA) (Fazi)/regulations 21 CFR 1277 , 152 having food
grade quality where no recycled materials is used , union socket ,
bend nipple , over flow pipe and all accessories need for fitting &
fixing in roof position , carrying & lifting to the site & position as per
direction of Engineer in charge.

Each 5.000 12042.901

Twelve
Thousand
AND Forty-
Two point
Nine Zero
One

60214.505

Sixty
Thousand
Two
Hundred
and
Fourteen
point Five
Zero Five

62 N/A N/A

Supplying and fitting , fixing a flunge of 100 mm dia. and 4 mm thick
M.S plate having one hole for easy setting of 25 mm dia. uPVC
suction pipe and for pump cable and copper heavy wire etc. all
complete as per requirement and accepted by the Engineer in charge.

no. 5.000 450.001

Four
Hundred and
Fifty point
Zero Zero
One

2250.005

Two
Thousand
Two
Hundred
and Fifty
point Zero
Zero Five

63.a N/A N/A

Electric Surface wiring for the following points looping at the switch
board with earth terminal including circuit wiring with 2c-1.5 sq.mm
PVC insulated and sheathed cable (BYFYE) with PVC batten
complete with 18 SWG GP Sheet switch board with 3 mm thick
ebonite sheet cover , 5 amps. wall switch , socket etc. including fixing
materials , others accessories etc. all complete as per specifications
and direction of the Engineer in charge.a) Combined socket supply
and installation

no. 5.000 720.001

Seven
Hundred and
Twenty point
Zero Zero
One

3600.005

Three
Thousand
Six Hundred
point Zero
Zero Five

63.b N/A N/A b) Circuit breaker 5 amps. each 5.000 360.001

Three
Hundred and
Sixty point
Zero Zero
One

1800.005

One
Thousand
Eight
Hundred
point Zero
Zero Five

64 N/A N/A

Making sanitary seal 600 mm X 600 mm X 150 mm with mass
concrete (1:2:4) with Sand (F.M. 1.8) and picked jhama chips
including breaking chips , screening , mixing , laying , compacting to
levels and curing for at least 14 daysetc. all complete in/c as per
direction of Engineer-in-charge.

m 0.400 7200.001

Seven
Thousand
Two
Hundred
point Zero
Zero One

2880.000

Two
Thousand
Eight
Hundred
and Eighty

65.a N/A N/A

Making plumbing line with special grade / thread uPVC pipe ftEft
class all according to BS-3505 , 1968 including supplying necessary
clamps , screws , royal plug , El-bow , bends , Tees etc. all complete
as per specifications and direction of the Engineer in charge. a)25
mm dia.

m 30.000 81.001
Eighty-One
point Zero
Zero One

2430.030

Two
Thousand
Four
Hundred
and Thirty
point Zero
Three

65.b N/A N/A b)19 mm dia. m 100.000 63.001
Sixty-Three
point Zero
Zero One

6300.100

Six
Thousand
Three
Hundred
point One
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66 N/A N/A
Supplying , fitting and fixing best quality G.I. gate valve with sealant
etc. complete approved and accepted by the Engineer in charge. 25
mm brass gate valve

Nos. 5.000 450.001

Four
Hundred and
Fifty point
Zero Zero
One

2250.005

Two
Thousand
Two
Hundred
and Fifty
point Zero
Zero Five

67 N/A N/A

Inscribing (writing) the name of the Project and other necessary
information in English on outside front face of the WASH Block with
approved quality Marble stone (Italian Karaka , special quality) , size
12inchx18inch , Thickness 15mm , color white and others according
to the direction of the Engineer-in-charge.

Item 10.000 1624.961

One
Thousand
Six Hundred
and Twenty-
Four point
Nine Six
One

16249.610

Sixteen
Thousand
Two
Hundred
and Forty-
Nine point
Six One

Grand
Total: 6276379.904

Sixty-Two
Lakh
Seventy-Six
Thousand
Three
Hundred
and
Seventy-
Nine point
Nine Zero
Four

* Note: All applicable taxes, custom duties, VAT and other levies payable by the Contractor under the Contract shall be included in the unit prices submitted by the
Tenderer.

This Section 6. Bill of Quantities is Electronically Signed by Mrs. MD.JAHIRUL TITU on behalf of MD.JAHIRUL ISLAM TITU
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